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1.0 Introduction and Background
1.1

This Consultation Statement has been prepared in accordance with The Neighbourhood
Planning (General) Regulations 2012 (SI No. 637) Part 5 Paragraph 15 (2)1 which defines a
“consultation statement” as a document which –
(a) contains details of the persons and bodies who were consulted about the
proposed neighbourhood development plan;
(b) explains how they were consulted;
(c) summarises the main issues and concerns raised by the persons consulted; and
(d) describes how these issues and concerns have been considered and, where
relevant, addressed in the proposed neighbourhood development plan.

1.2

Bryning with Warton Neighbourhood Development Plan has been prepared in response to
The Localism Act 2011, which gives parish councils and other relevant bodies, new powers to
prepare statutory Neighbourhood Plans to help guide development in their local areas.
These powers give local people the opportunity to shape new development, as planning
applications are determined in accordance with national planning policy and the local
development plan, and neighbourhood plans form part of this framework. Other new
powers include Community Right to Build Orders whereby local communities have the ability
to grant planning permission for new buildings.

1.3

The Bryning with Warton Neighbourhood Plan belongs to the people of Bryning with
Warton: it has been developed from local people’s views of Bryning with Warton as it is
today and how it could be in the future. Views have been sought using a variety of different
consultation approaches including: regular public open meetings of the Steering Group;
interactive exhibitions in the Village Hall; and publicity via Facebook, Email, street posters
and banners; door to door leaflet drops to all households in Bryning with Warton and the
formal consultation response sheets. The plan also took account of residents views gathered
during the Parish Plan exercise held during 2010-2013 (see Appendix 1).

1

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/637/contents/made
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1.4

Whilst consultation has been ongoing throughout the neighbourhood planning process, it
has been focussed on two key stages:


at the very early stages, to establish a clear vision for the future of the village that
forms the basis for the Neighbourhood Plan as a whole; and


1.5

1.6

in the development of the location and type of development

Key dates:


Defining the Neighbourhood Area Approved 25th October 2013



Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group Incorporated 28th November 2013



Launch Event April 3rd 2014



Special Parish Meeting 3rd July 2014 – Key issues and Objectives and policies shared



Drop in Consultation Event – 19th August 2014



6 Week Public Consultation - 9th July – 20th August 2014

An application was made to Fylde Borough Council in July 2013 for designation as a
neighbourhood planning area. The application was approved by the Borough Council in
October 2013, after a six week consultation. Full details are available at on the Borough
Council’s website:
http://www.fylde.gov.uk/council/planning-policy--local-plan-/neighbourhoodplanning/bryning-warton-parish-council-neighbourhood-plan/
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Map 1 - Bryning with Warton Neighbourhood Area
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2.0 Informal Public Consultation and Issues and
Options, 2013
2.1.

Bryning with Warton Parish Council has always supported the publication of the
Neighbourhood Plan and explicit in its aim that the Neighbourhood Plan should be a plan for
the parish developed by the people of the parish. Consequently extensive efforts have been
made to involve the local community, landowners and business owners in a meaningful way
at every stage of the plan-making process.

2.2.

A Steering Group of Parish Councillors and Bryning with Warton residents was set up in
November 2013 and the Group met regularly throughout the preparation of the Plan period.
The Steering Group was chaired by a Parish Councillor and planning consultants Kirkwells
were appointed to provide ongoing professional town planning support and advice. The
Steering Group consists of 3 landowners, 3 business owners and 3 residents with all parish
councillors being members of the Steering Group.

2.3

Members of the Steering Group were keen to ensure that local residents and stakeholders
had opportunities to become involved in the plan throughout its preparation, and not just at
consultation on the Draft Plan stage. Particular emphasis was placed on “front-loaded”
community consultation to engage as wide a range of local people and interested parties as
possible right at the start before any proposals were formulated. The purpose of this was to
ensure that the views and priorities of the local community could inform the plan from the
outset. Therefore it was decided to prepare an Issues and Options type document to test
local opinion about the key Issues the Plan should address and various policy options for
addressing these issues.

2.4

In addition the consultation process was designed to ensure that consultation events took
place at critical points in the process where decisions needed to be taken and that as wide a
range of people as possible could be engaged in the planning process by holding a variety of
events and communication techniques at the same location each time to aid continuity.
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2.5

The process followed in producing the Neighbourhood Plan was:

Stage 1 – Inception Meeting – November 2013
Stage 2 – Launch Event - Establishing a Vision and Objectives – April 2014
Stage 3 –– Production of Draft Neighbourhood Plan and Community Testing – June
to July 2014
Stage 4 – Production of Consultation Draft Plan – April 2014 to July 2014
Stage 5 – Pre-Submission Consultation – July 2014 to August 2014

2.6

The community consultation programme comprised the following stages:

o

All Steering Group Meetings were advertised and open to the general public
– November 2013 to present (including Stage 1)



o

28th November 2013

o

9th December 2013

o

14th January 2014

o

29th January 2014

o

6th February 2014 – Kirkwells Presentation

o

13th February 2014

o

19th February 2014 – Kirkwells Inception meeting

o

5th March 2014

o

19th March 2014

o

22nd April 2014

o

7th May 2014

o

13th May 2014

o

27th May 2014

o

12th June 2014

o

29th July 2014

o

26th August 2014

o

3rd September 2014

o

17th September 2014

Initial (Stage 2) consultation in April 2014
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Special Parish Meeting (Stage 3) to display and explain proposals and test the
options in July 2014



Pre-submission (Stage 5) consultation from July 2014 to August 2014 as required by
Regulation 14 of the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012.

2.7

A database of consultees was built up during the process of preparing the Neighbourhood
Plan. This began with a list of attendees at the Launch Event held in April which was refined
and expanded with contact details of persons and organisations contacted during the
programme of consultation which began in April 2014. This database was used throughout
the neighbourhood planning process and people were informed of progress and upcoming
consultation events via e-mail.

2.8

At the outset of the neighbourhood plan process the Steering Group were concerned that
the community had been involved in a number of consultations in the recent months and
were worried about overkill. FBC’s Preferred Options Local Plan consultation ended in
August 2013 then the parish poll in September 2013 along with the significant number of
individual planning applications to respond to. Throughout the process the Steering Group
made efforts to reach as many people as possible.

2.9

This was made possible by the Parish Council engaging positively with the residents group
which had been formed in July 2013 (as a result of a public open meeting) to articulate
objections to large scale development proposals already in the planning system and subject
to live planning applications. The residents group helped the parish council promote the
Neighbourhood plan process and showed how it could influence positive development in the
parish. The resident group provided synergy, support and resources during the
Neighbourhood Plan process helping to create a cohesive community through its established
communications network.

2.10

Overall the consultation programme reached a wide spectrum of Bryning with Warton’s
population and the majority of people supported the idea of a Neighbourhood Plan,
welcomed the opportunity for change and the ability to affect future development locations
in the Parish.
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3.0 SUMMARY OF INITIAL (STAGE 2) CONSULTATION
3.1

The purpose of this first stage of consultation (Stage 2 of the neighbourhood plan process) was to
use a variety of techniques, formats and media to engage as broad a range of people from the local
community as possible right at the start of the neighbourhood planning process.

3.2

At the outset the Steering Group wanted to reach the whole community – this was progressed by a
clear advertising campaign running up to the Launch Event.


Car window stickers



Posters – for households and businesses



Large boards advertising the event on the main access routes into the
parish.



Large banners at the main crossroads



A number of press articles in local papers Lytham St Annes Express and The
Blackpool Gazette

3.3

The consultation techniques included an information drop in event at the village hall to
engage the general public, graffiti wall, question and answer sheets, wish tree for the
children in the community and important information regarding the Neighbourhood Plan
process.

3.4

The drop-in event took place in the Village Hall which was chosen primarily due to its central
location on 3rd April 2014. Information leaflets, display boards, a photographic display, Parish
Councillors and Borough councils and officers were available on the day, and considerable
face to-face dialogue took place with a broad range of people. A number of comments were
recorded at the launch event and these are provided in Appendix 1.

3.5

Around 400 persons took part in the drop-in event and 26 persons completed a
photographic question answer sheet, around 190 comments were added to the graffiti wall.
The fact that similar themes, issues and comments emerged from the various consultation
activities gave the results significance.
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3.6

From this early intensive consultation a draft vision for Bryning with Warton and draft issues
and objectives for the Neighbourhood Plan were created. The Steering Group felt it was
imperative the community be kept updated throughout the process and remained engaged
throughout. Three weeks after the launch event the community were leafleted updating
them on the key issues and objectives that had come out of the event and invited and
reminded that all Steering Group meetings were open to the public. (Appendix 1 for copy of
leaflet)

3.7

It became apparent that the Steering Group would need to formulate a housing figure that
the community would support. This was instigated by discussions with Fylde Borough
Council (FBC) and Atlas at a meeting in May 2014. FBC officers have previously asked BWW
PC to supply a housing number, the Parish Council’s position was ’the approvals to date and
no more’ Chair of the Parish Council prior to Jun 2014.

3.8

The Steering Group formed a working group of three individuals who used Atlas maps as a
starting point and considered the distribution of dwellings on the allocated sites and a
housing number on a scale commensurate to a village were proposed. A number of options
were proposed to the Parish Council with a Steering Group recommendation at a Public
meeting in June. The PC supported the recommendation of 638 dwellings which represented
40% growth in population.
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4.0 CONSULTATION ON PRODUCTION OF DRAFT
NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN (STAGE 3)
4.1

The Steering Group requested the Chair of the Parish Council to call a Special Parish
Meeting, to address the progression of the Neighbourhood Plan and to update the
community on current/pending planning applications. This meeting was covered by the local
paper with an article alerting residents to the position Bryning with Warton found itself in
(Appendix 4 for newspaper articles)

4.2

The Special Parish Meeting was held on 3rd July 2014 at the Village hall.

4.3

The meeting was well attended by around 300 people. The village hall was full to capacity
with people outside listening through the windows.

4.4

The Steering Group produced and presented a PowerPoint presentation to the attendees
(Appendix 4). A question and answer session followed.

4.5

The main issues/opinions raised by the attendees:


They fully supported the Neighbourhood Plan



They still thought the housing figure was too high, but more realistic than FBCs
Preferred Options Local Plan Allocation of 1160 dwellings



Many highway concerns were raised including the overloading of current road
infrastructure



They appreciated the Steering Group proposing the protection of countryside
aspects



The Green Buffer areas were welcomed, enhancing the access to the natural
environment
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5.0 DROP

IN

CONSULTATION

EVENT

–

PRE

CONSULTATION DEADLINE (STAGE 5)

5.1

The Steering Group decided to hold a drop in event towards the end of the 6 week public
consultation period.

5.2

The event was held on 19th August 2014 from 2pm-8pm in the village hall.

5.3

The aim of the event was to give the community the chance to view hard copies of the Plan
and Sustainability appraisal, especially to those that didn’t have access to the internet to
view the Plan online on the Parish Council website. [http://www.bryningwithwarton.org/]

5.4

Consultation response forms were available to complete and hand in on the day.

5.5

Steering Group members were available to answer any questions the community may have
had with regards to the Plan’s policies, objectives and vision.

5.6

Over 100 people attended.
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6.0 CONSULTATION ON THE BRYNING WITH WARTON
DRAFT NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT PLAN,
9th OF JULY TO 20th OF AUGUST 2014
6.1

The public consultation on the Bryning with Warton Draft Neighbourhood Plan was carried
out in accordance with The Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 (SI No. 637)
Part 5 Pre-submission consultation and publicity, paragraph 14. This states that:
Before submitting a plan proposal to the local planning authority, a qualifying body must—
(a) publicise, in a manner that is likely to bring it to the attention of people who live,
work or carry on business in the neighbourhood area—
(i) details of the proposals for a neighbourhood development plan;
(ii) details of where and when the proposals for a neighbourhood development plan
may be inspected;
(iii) details of how to make representations; and
(iv) the date by which those representations must be received, being not less than 6
weeks from the date on which the draft proposal is first publicised;
(b) consult any consultation body referred to in paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 whose
interests the qualifying body considers may be affected by the proposals for a
neighbourhood development plan; and
(c) send a copy of the proposals for a neighbourhood development plan to the local
planning authority.

6.2

The Bryning with Warton Draft Neighbourhood Plan was published for formal consultation
for 6 weeks from 9th of July to 20th of August 2014. A Sustainability Appraisal was also
published for consultation at this time.

6.3

Consultation responses were invited using the accompanying Response Form (provided in
Appendix 5) to the Parish Clerk via an email or by printing out and submitting to a postal
address. Written responses were also invited using the advertised postal address.
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6.4

An e-mail or letter was sent to all Consultation Bodies, including Local Authorities, and
District Councillors, providing information about the consultation dates, and the locations
where the Draft Plan and accompanying documents could be viewed and downloaded.
Letters and emails were sent out to local businesses and local community organisations.
Respondents were invited to complete the Response Form and to submit completed forms
by email or in writing to the Parish Clerk. A copy of the letter and the complete list of
Consultation Bodies consulted is provided in (Appendix 5). This list was kindly provided by
Fylde Borough Council.

6.5

Paper copies of all documents were made available for viewing at all of the following
venues:


Old Library & Community Centre, 156 Lytham Road, Warton



Freckleton Library, Preston Old Road, Freckleton



Fylde Borough Council, Fylde Direct, The Public offices, 292 Clifton Drive
South, Lytham St Annes



6.6

Hard copies were also made available on request from the Parish Clerk.

The Consultation on the Draft Plan was publicised in the following ways: (see Appendix 5)


Letters to local shops



Emails to everyone who participated at the earlier launch and drop-in session



Provision of hard copies of the Plan in the Old Library



Parish Councillors speaking to residents in the area where they lived to raise
awareness



Coverage in the local press



All Warton stakeholders (landowners and developers) were contacted by Fylde
Borough Council due to confidentiality

6.7

A copy of the Draft Neighbourhood Plan was submitted to Fylde Borough Council.
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7.0 Summary of Consultation Responses to the Draft
Neighbourhood Development Plan
7.1

In total, about 180 representations and comments were received from about 110
organisations (including Consultation Bodies) and individuals.

About 120 individuals

attended the Drop In event on 19th August 2014. The majority of comments were in support
of the Plan, with many constructive suggestions for changes to wording of policies or maps,
which have been integrated into the revised, Submission version of the Plan. There were
several objections submitted. These were in relation to: housing figure still being too high
(1160 to 650), landowners unhappy with proposed type of use of their land and congestion
worries.
7.2

Local residents were on the whole supportive of the Draft Plan and included comments such
as:


More reasonable number - still high but lesser of two evils



Many houses already on rental market or awaiting sale, why are more houses
needed?



NP is respectful of this and choosing to live in Warton because of its village nature.



Support proposals completely and I am particularly pleased with gateway
roundabouts. They will help give the village an identity.



Pleased with extra public open space.



A lot of work has gone into this plan. Like the buffer/walkways



The village is unable to meet the needs of such a vast and rapid expansion.



Very impressed with the level of professionalism to ensure the approach to the
village is defined as rural and it’s critical it’s protected.

7.3

Representations from Consultation Bodies on the whole provided a range of constructive
comments, the vast majority of which have been taken on board by the Parish Council in
amending the Neighbourhood Plan. Consultation Bodies and other organisations which
submitted representations included Lancashire County Council, Highways Agency, English
Heritage, Natural England and The Lancashire Enterprise Partnership. The Steering Group
were disappointed not to receive a consultation response from United Utilities addressing
the major concerns regarding the drainage systems in Bryning with Warton.
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7.4

A Summary of Consultation Responses to Bryning with Warton Draft Neighbourhood
Development Plan, together with information about how these responses have informed the
Neighbourhood Plan is provided in Appendix 6. The response from Fylde Borough Council
and the recommended changes to the draft plan are produced in Appendix 7.
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8.0 Conclusion
8.1

This Consultation Statement has been prepared in accordance with The Neighbourhood
Planning (General) Regulations 2012 (SI No. 637) Part 5 Paragraph 15 (2).

8.2

The Consultation Statement sets out how Bryning with Warton Parish Council and
Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group undertook extensive public consultation and
engagement activities both prior to the publication of the Draft Neighbourhood Plan, and
during the formal Draft Plan stage public consultation process. The activities to engage and
consult local residents, organisations and Consultation Bodies went above and beyond those
required by the Regulations and represent good practice in neighbourhood planning.

8.3

Mark Menzies MP In a recent debate in Westminster on 9th July 2014 Mark Menzies said that
“In the village of Warton, the local community has been exemplary in how it has embraced
the local planning process” and “the way in which the village responded truly embraced the
core principles of the Localism Act 2011 .... a number of public meetings were held and every
home was leafleted to seek their opinions, culminating in a local referendum. While at times
passions ran high, the primary focus was to find the correct long-term housing solution for
the community”.

"As a result of the people of Warton’s hard work, it is my understanding that Fylde Borough
Council is looking to reduce the number of new houses in Warton to somewhere in the region
of 600." Adding that "To reassure the Minister, the council has identified other areas in the
borough that it believes are more suitable for taking up the balance of the houses proposed
for Warton."

8.4

The Consultation Statement provides in Appendices 1 and 2 a summary setting out how the
representations submitted during the six week consultation period have informed and
influenced the policies and supporting text of the revised Submission Neighbourhood
Development Plan.

8.5

This Consultation Statement is to be submitted to Fylde Borough Council alongside the
Bryning with Warton Submission Version Neighbourhood Plan, Basic Conditions Statement
and Sustainability Appraisal in September 2014.
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Appendix 1
Parish Plan
http://www.bryningwithwarton.org/index.php?option=com_content&vi
ew=article&id=180&Itemid=155
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Appendix 2
Bryning with Warton Neighbourhood Plan Launch Event (Stage 2)
Pre event publicity
Image of car sticker

Roadside Advertising Boards 3X2FT (36 roadside signs)
Board 1
WARTON IS
GETTING
BIGGER
Board 2
CAN WE MAKE
IT
BETTER?
Board 3
YES
WE
CAN

Large Banner 12x3FT (2 large banners)
Displayed at the Church Road/Lytham Road crossroads
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Image of poster – displayed in houses in prominent positions, village
hall Notice boards, Old Library windows and Parish Council Notice
boards.

BRYNING WITH WARTON’S
GETTING BIGGER
CAN WE MAKE
IT BETTER?
YES YOU CAN
NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
LAUNCH EVENT
RD
APRIL 3 3-9PM
VILLAGE HALL
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Copy of letter sent to every household and local business
A Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group has been meeting regularly over the last few
weeks to ensure that Warton has a formal document to submit to Fylde Borough
Council detailing how the people of Warton want to see it develop over the coming
years.

You will know that Warton is facing the prospect of many more houses being built.
The Neighbourhood Plan is not a way of OBJECTING to the development of more
houses. It is the best way to influence the kind, size, scope and location of
developments and the best way to make clear what other benefits the village
community rightly deserves. Without a Neighbourhood Plan Warton is vulnerable to
developers and landowners exploiting every opportunity to maximise their profits and
put nothing back into the community.
At the gathering on Thursday 3rd April, the Steering Group will be happy to talk to you
about the Neighbourhood Plan process and give everyone a chance to comment on
the PROVISIONAL ideas for making Warton a better place.

What YOU think really matters. The Neighbourhood Plan is the voice of the
community. Make sure YOU help to make it a plan for a better Warton.
We look forward to talking to you on Thursday 3rd April at the Village Hall 3-9pm.
Complimentary refreshments will be available.

Help us to help you to help make Warton even better
For and behalf of Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group
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Press Release – Lytham St Annes Express and Blackpool Gazette
Warton’s Getter Bigger, Let’s Make it Better
On Thursday April 3rd at Warton Village Hall (between 3.00pm and 9.00pm), the
Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group, established by the Bryning with Warton Parish Council,
extends an open invitation to all members of the Warton community to share their views
and opinions about the future development of the village. The 3.00pm to 9.00pm timings
mean that people can drop in at a time to suit them.
This is an important opportunity for all members of the village community to make a
contribution to the future development of Warton. The Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group
welcomes residents, local businesses and those who work in the village to offer their ideas
and opinions about the future of Warton.
Warton faces the prospect of the development of 1200 houses. If Warton is to expand over
the coming years, it is essential that it does so in ways which benefit the village socially,
economically and environmentally.
The Neighbourhood Plan is an important document which will influence the size, scope and
nature of the development of Warton over the coming years. Once the Neighbourhood Plan
is written, inspected and approved it becomes a document which has a powerful role to play
when Fylde Borough Council receives and duly considers planning applications in Warton.
A good Neighbourhood Plan represents the voice of the village: the more people who
contribute to it the better. Thursday 3rd April is the first and most important step in
gathering the views of the Warton Community.
The Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group will offer some provisional ideas about how the
village should develop. There will be maps, diagrams and photographs to look at and every
opportunity for people to comment. This is an informal event with complimentary
refreshments on offer. Members of the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group will be
available to talk to visitors and will guarantee to record all views and opinions and ensure
that these contribute to the next stages in writing the plan.
Later in the year the residents of the village will have further opportunities to comment on
the Neighbourhood Plan as it gets nearer to completion.
The Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group is supported in this important work by a
professional consultancy which has much experience nationally of helping communities
produce a Neighbourhood Plan which meets all the checks and balances of the legislation.
On April 3rd, as well as gathering the views and opinions of the village, the Steering Group
hopes to secure the services of other volunteers to help it in this important work.
Further details and key contact:
Councillor Julie Brickles
Chair: Bryning with Warton Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group
Email: cllr.jbrickles@fylde.gov.uk
Telephone: 01772 499875
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Press article
Plan to build ‘better’ village
Published 29 March 2014

April aerial VIEW BAE Systems dominates the village of Warton. PIC BY ROB LOCK

A plan for building “a better Warton” is set to be launched next month.
The village is currently facing up to 1,200 new homes being built nearby.
It is hoped the plan, which has been devised by a group from the village’s parish
council, will give a clearer picture of what improvements villagers say need to be
made to its infrastructure should such a scale of development be given the go-ahead.
Suggestions such as improvements to roads, sewage systems and provision for new
schools could form part of the plan.
Coun Julie Brickles, chairman of Bryning with Warton Parish Council, said: “What
we’re basically hoping to achieve is a better Warton.
“The infrastructure is very important and it’s something that Warton’s looking at the
moment.
“There are lots of ideas being put forward but basically we’re waiting for the input of
the village.
“The villagers need to tell us what they’d like to see in Warton in the future.”
Last month Fylde Council’s development management committee approved plans for
13 homes at Nine Acres Nursery, in Warton, but deferred matters surrounding an
already approved plan for 240 homes on the former Marconi site in the village.
Jessica Ashworth, vice-chairman of the neighbourhood plan steering group, which
has been established by the council to produce the report, said: “We’re just
concerned residents.
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“We’re not anti-development.
“We just want to maintain the village and this plan can help us direct development to
where it should go and how it should look and plan services, amenities and
infrastructure.”
Mike Wright, from pressure group Warton Residents Against Poor Planning, said:
“There’s a lot of enthusiasm to get the neighbourhood plan in place and capture the
views and position of residents.”
He added: “We’ve always said we’re not against development, it’s the numbers which
have been proposed.
“It’s been acknowledged that the current infrastructure can’t cope.”
The plan will be launched at a drop-in event held at War-ton Village Hall on Thursday
April 3 between 3pm and 9pm.
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Consultation Responses
What did the consultees say?
The overall conclusions from the consultation process are summarised below:
The Community Engagement Event – Summary of consultation
This provides a summary of comments recorded by the Steering Group as part of the facilitated
activities held during the initial community engagement events at Warton Village Hall on 3rd April
2014 where the Bryning with Warton Neighbourhood Planning process was formally launched. As
part of these events the Steering Group encouraged those attending to consider information
displayed about the parish and about the purpose of neighbourhood planning. People were
encouraged to record their immediate initial comments at the event.
There were a total of 26 responses from the Past Present and Future photograph displays and
feedback sheets.
Question 1
How long have you lived in Warton?
Less than 10 years (2)
11-20 years (8)
21-30 years (4)
31+ years (11)
None Warton residents (1)

Question 2
Why did you come to Warton?
Because we are a village: (12)
Quiet and peaceful
Lots of fields rural
Pleasant walks on doorstep
Rural community
Open country
Employment: (12)
RAF Services
BAE Systems
Between workplaces in Preston and Lytham
Walk to work
Other: (3)
Family moved from Wesham
Care for parents
Could afford a property at the time

Question 3
What would you like our village to look like in 10 years’ time?
Infrastructure Improvements – more shops, services (10)
No more housing development (6)
Remain a village (15)
Lots of greenfields (2)
Consideration of wildlife (2)
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Plenty of agriculture (2)
Growth in line with local need (2)
More open space (2)
Highways (2)
–Hillock Lane (1)
New village centre (2)
More Children’s facilities (2)
Post Office (3)
Lighting at end of Bank Lane
Employment Opportunities
Sort out derelict eyesores around village
Bypass
Improved parking areas
Summary - Bryning with Warton is lacking services and amenities for the current population. People
chose to live in Warton because it is a Village with a rural close knit community.
Graffiti Wall
There were a total of 190 responses from the
The numbers in brackets after each sub-heading denotes the number of people responding within
that heading.
Ideas for Village Centre (10)
Relocate village centre – Birley Arms area (3)
Re-design parking around shops forecourt
More Parks
Green space around centre
Improve Village centre
Re-landscaped village centre
Instead of building houses, how about some nice attractions to bring people into Warton
Ideas for Bridges (4)
Keep the playing field
We need a local recreation area
Make Bridges an ‘Asset of Community Value’
Build on Bridges (never used)
Remaining a Village (9)
Keep Warton Green
Please don’t do this to our village
Keep Warton a Village it’s nice to live here
To build in other parts of the Fylde keep Warton a village
We don’t have the infrastructure for such an increased ‘village population’ or the places to build
what would be needed we are a Village and wish to remain one
Keep Warton a Village
Keep Warton a Village
Too much taking the green countryside. Over/packing our lovely Village
Keep to Village not town/city
Housing
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Types of housing required (16)
There being very little employment in the parish, it would seem strange to build additional housing.
Many people work away from Bryning with Warton and therefore have to travel using motor
vehicles, thus using up precious natural resources and damaging the environment. This would
appear to be unsustainable in the longer term.
We don’t want ‘high density’ housing it doesn’t fit with what’s here
Less ‘Lego Style’ development
Small well built houses
More bungalows needed
No more little box properties
No more houses with garages that do not fit cars
Any area of Warton allocated for development should include ‘mixed development’
More homes for elderly to free up large family homes
Better design
Fewer properties more trees and landscaping
Stand back for an overview and not bits and pieces of planning
No more houses that are made available for social rent
There is enough social housing around harbour lane and problems associated with it. Don’t want any
more
Concerned about the standard of builds
Balance of target audience
Site specific comments (9)
Why not utilise Great Birchwood? We don’t want Greenbelt land being used!
Bridges Playing Fields for youths not another building site enough!
The playing fields should be kept – it is well used and has a new pavilion
Leave H8 green
No School on Brook Corner
Riversleigh turned down 20 years ago no drainage, no sewers, roads to busy and danger from
aircraft nothing’s changed Why?
Riversleigh site floods every winter and I believe planning permission was turned down years ago for
this reason
All trees and vegetation has been removed on Marconi site. Birds that remain are struggling to find
food
How come agreed plans with developer allowing for reserved /leisure areas can be rescinded e.g.
Meadowview
Who are all the new houses for old Marconi site not in desirable location Barratts build poor houses.
We will have tenanted properties and no jobs mean housing benefit and public pays
The designated wildlife area on Blackfield Green [Meadowview] needs to be preserved

Others Comments/Concerns (28)
Restrict the number of houses Warton is getting a disproportionate number in relation to other
areas.
There is a real danger that our village will be 'spoilt' by overdevelopment - in the construction of
ever more houses
Old areas of Warton may look ‘rundown’ in comparison with new
No more housing development
No houses for Freckleton! They seem to have all other facilities that Warton don’t doctors surgery
and library
Why so many houses green land gone. Why not build on brown land off A583
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No new jobs no new houses
Too many houses in Warton where are the jobs?
Houses not required, enough already
What plans have you to fill your proposed new town? Where are the incomers coming from?
Who is going to live in all these houses?
Whose idea is it to plant 20% of Fylde’s new houses in Warton??
Who will fill these houses and where will they find work?
Who are these houses for?
Who will occupy them?
Our Village can’t support large scale development
If these houses are for people coming to live here but work elsewhere. Where is the thought put into
access to travelling at peak times? More cars at peak times going to school and work =disaster
Far too many houses planned for a village
Too many houses planned
There is space in Freckleton for houses!! Too many houses for Warton
The overwhelming majority of Warton residents reject the building of houses in the village
98% against this scale of growth
A few new houses Yes. Not a satellite town!!
If I’d wanted to live in a town I would have chosen to live elsewhere
I came to live in Warton because it was a village.... not overly built up now it appears it is becoming a
large housing estate. What is the attraction of that? Congested roads!! Not for me thanks.
Length of build/disruption
Impact on house prices
Growth should not be accomplished by building on farmland

House availability in Warton (16)
We already have a lot of houses for sale
Can’t sell the houses that are up for sale already
Too many houses for sale in Warton already
Warton is big enough can’t sell houses now so no more
Nearly 300 houses for sale! Jobs! We don’t need more houses
Properties at less that national average have been for sale for 2 years already. Why build more?
Too many UNSOLD houses and bungalows. Some empty for 5 years. So no more houses
Houses are empty or for sale all over Warton as it is – we don’t need so many new builds with no
character
Houses already for sale are not being bought
There are too many houses for sale without all the new ones
Too many empty houses already no more building
No need for any more houses or school. Already many houses for sale not selling
We don’t need so many new houses plenty of empty ones already
What about all the houses that are currently for sale. Many of which have been for months and at
least one for over a year
What is the proportion of housing for rent?
So who are these houses for? We do not have the need for them. As we already have a lot of houses
for sale.

Flooding/Drainage (6)
Drains and sewage need upgrading
Broken drains on Harbour Lane – big lorries
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The drains are barely able to cope now – how is this to be improved?
We must have the drainage/sewage to support additional homes, church road combined surface
water/sewage system is already inadequate. My home has been seriously flooded twice. 300m of
sewer in Lytham Road needs replacing, United Utilities keep reviewing this, and postponing work,
which would alleviate problems on church road.
Concerns with flooding
Sewers and services will need updating
Wildlife/Conservation (20)
The Government biodiversity policy is about saving animals (wild). How can you if there are no trees,
field’s etc. only houses
Estuary SSSI and Lancashire way need better access and parking
Leave the green fields for wildlife
More trees not concrete we need to breathe
No development on green belt areas
Trees shrubs destroyed already! At the Marconi site
Don’t skimp on mitigation e.g. tree planting and landscaping
Where is all the wildlife going to go?
More trees
Flower meadows
Preserve and Create green corridors for wildlife to remain in and return to areas of the village which
have become cut off from the countryside.
More attractive environment features
Retain existing ponds
Retain trees and hedges
Plant large trees and hedges
No filling in ponds enhance it and make it special feature
Fewer properties more trees and landscaping
Trees STOP flooding they soak up water, concrete doesn’t
Insects, wild fruits, buzzards, butterflies, rabbits, ducks, magpies, crow, lapwings, fish, voles, kestrels,
snipe, heron, hares, mice, owls, reed warblers – say goodbye to them all if you lose the fields. Save
our open spaces!!
We want more trees and greenery encourage wildlife not houses
Infrastructure – Services and Amenities (19)
People chose to live in Warton because of the lack of amenities and it being a ‘Village’.
Infrastructure cannot cope
Warton can’t take it
More shops butchers and doctors
More facilities/ shops
Need facilities – it will have to go somewhere – No doctors, No dentist, No library, No Post Office
Nowhere on any plans does it indicate where any new shops/.amenities might be located
Greengrocers needed
Post office essential
Doctors, dentist and better parking
No extra provision for health services – need extension to health centre from Freckleton.
Pharmacy
Where are support facilities being put? E.g. doctors, decent shops, etc.
No point in providing nothing but houses – people need facilities
Health centres, schools and facilities in proportion to the number of residents
Needs to be infrastructure to support any development a village centre? With facilities
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Age concern one stop shop for advice needed at the Village Hall
Village Hall under used?
Facilities/ Open Spaces (14)
More for the teenagers needed – nothing for them to do and nowhere to be
No decent places for young people
A large park for the use of everyone
Cycle lanes, national cycle way which is rideable
Cycle paths
Cycle /walking paths – green spaces
Church road needs cycle path and pavement to enable walk to Wrea Green
Where do the dog walkers go? Or will we be banned from exercising them everywhere?
Provision needed for dog walkers we live in rural Fylde but where will be able to provide off lead
walks when Bridges playing field area is lost
Where will residents enjoy a pleasant walk? Down the race track called Hillock Lane? Will it take a
fatality before anyone will consider there is enough traffic on the roads?
Create a way marked walking route in the countryside around Warton e.g. Warton-Bryning-RibbyKirkham
Hardly enough pedestrian paths and pavements now. How will we cope with increased traffic
especially Hillock Lane?
Allotments in trust
Allotment land to be purchased and held in trust for parishioners
Educational Facilities (3)
School in H10
We don’t need a school for the overspill from Lytham
Schools?
Business/Employment (11)
Can’t expand my business because of stalemate and uncertainty
Need workshops needed for new small businesses
There are not enough jobs – new houses means people will travel to work out of Warton
Don’t rely on BAE for Warton’s future!
No new jobs = No new houses
Jobs?
There are no jobs in Warton.
TESCO Have not seen jobs advertised for local people!
Where are the jobs coming from to support all these new houses?
Looking to start a FAB LAB (for young people only) but there is currently no space
A place for start ups in the new Enterprise Zone
Infrastructure – Roads
Lytham Road (5)
Traffic congestion on Lytham road already problematic
Too much traffic on Lytham road
Bank holidays traffic Lytham road at a standstill now future
In 1933 Lytham Road was widened to take the traffic. Will the same happen in 2014?
Lytham road not suitable for all these houses it will be at least 3 thousand more cars
Bryning Lane (3)
C road
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Not the road infrastructure too busy Bryning Lane
Terrible condition LCC promised repairs/resurfacing last year
Church Road (12)
Speeding traffic especially on Church road
It can take up to 10 mins to get off my driveway on church road as BAE traffic won’t stop for
anything (or slow down) – more traffic would be horrendous
All the extra houses with access to church road will turn church road into a death trap
Traffic calming on church road don’t feel safe on pavements
Get some speed cameras on church road
Church road is a race track. BAE need to take some responsibility for their staff
Church road traffic and BAE traffic speed camera needed on 20mph zone or average speed monitor
Too many cars use church road as a cut through already and do not keep to the speed limit
Church road cannot be widened to cope with extra traffic and can be very difficult now.
Overtaking has become a regular occurrence since 20mph introduction
Users impatient
No speeding enforcement due to police resources
Harbour Lane (8)
20mph speeding concerns
Traffic calming required
Safety on pavements needs improving
Harbour lane used as a cut through not keeping to the speed limits
Create parking bays where there is space along congested roads e.g. Harbour Lane
Butlers Meadow – highly populated with families making it the vehicle access for new development
would be a huge accident risk, major disruption to residents and cause massive traffic congestion
Many harbour lane residents have no off street parking
Harbour lane cannot be widened to cope with extra traffic and can be very difficult
General highway concerns (22)
Roads not Houses
Safe roads
The road network can’t support current levels of traffic
Too much congestion at the minute! No funding for safety of children crossing!!!
More houses = more cars
Roads and lanes already dangerous because of traffic
If there are road works near BAE the traffic can stretch back to Lytham and back down Freckleton
Marsh – think what it will be like if 1200 more homes are built – 2400 more cars? The roads can’t
take it
Access roads through Village are already busy – what happens to even more traffic.
Re-open closed off road footpaths e.g. between church road and harbour lane
Our roads won’t take the traffic
Improve paths and existing roads
Village not big enough for the impact on traffic congestion
Traffic bad enough now Wake up!
Traffic calming measures on through routes in 20mph zones
Enforce 20mph limit (&30mph on main roads)
Main distributor routes should not be 20mph I agree residential roads/estate roads should be and
outside schools. The policies used to support 20mph routes state that prior to 20mph introduction
the average speed should be 24mph or less.
Already bottleneck with 20mph and passing traffic
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Main road to Wrea Green is too narrow widening is essential if the building goes ahead (hope it
doesn’t)
Put bollards at pavement edges where parking causes restricted access
By pass would be a good idea – J2 won’t stop Warton traffic
Get buses to run through estates, not just on main roads
Residents concerns (21)
Re-elect new councillors who actually care
It would be helpful if the council took some notice of these concerns – rather than just bulldozing
ahead
Who is out to make a lot of money from all this?
Questions need to be answered why no one appears to listen to local residents Brown Envelopes?
Fiddler thinks it’s ok for all these houses at Warton, and also a travellers site at Newton. Fiddler is
protecting his own Village though
You need to listen FBC the planned scheme is ridiculous
Warton residents have a voice – and we say no to becoming a town
Mark Menzies, need your support and clout to put an end to this nonsense
‘Localism Act’ who’s listening in Warton to what local people want/need NOT FBC is that illegal?
If Councillor Fiddler lived in Warton these houses would not be approved
Referendum why did we bother 700+ against 14 for and we’re still fighting
Why do you not see it Warton’s big enough
We are not NIMBYS
Local residents are not being listened to by FBC
This is Euro Pollution Day FBC, they are playing your swansong
We are now joined up to Freckleton
Where nowhere else will have them
They won’t rest until it’s the City of Fylde
We’ve paid our taxes now we’re due more services, not more taxpayers
Do we really have a say? No thanks to more houses
Ghetto Warton proposals need to be seen on Granada TV
Summary – overarching feelings - remaining a village
Re-design village centre
Housing – strong feelings towards high quality design, types and low density to allow for
landscaping. Proposed scale ridiculous – not commensurate with us being a village. A lot of houses
for sale currently, who’s going to live in all these houses and where are they going to work?
Infrastructure – drains, highways all need major improvements
Open Spaces – Parks centrally located, Cycle ways and footpaths
The Wish Tree
There were 80 responses on the tree a number were from children
Village Status (8)
To remain a Lancs Village
To stay a Village
To remain a Village
To stay a Village
To keep Warton a Village
To remain a green Village
I want the Village of Warton to remain a country community
Fine as it is
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Representative Concerns (6)
An honest member for the people on the council who doesn’t sneak planning through
Councillor Fiddler to recognise the popular vote of the villagers
A Government with Border Controls
What happened to Localism Act who is listening?
Councillor Fiddler ‘Fiddler by name Fiddler by nature’
Councillors and FBC listen to residents
Services and Amenities (7)
Some better shops
We need a Post Office back!!!
A Post Office
A Post Office
A swimming pool
Youth Club
More facilities

Post Office
Shops

Community Cohesion (6)
Let’s make Warton more like Lytham, not just an easy bet for cheap houses to be accommodated
Focal centre
Club Day
A true centre and sense of Village life
Improve centre
Club Day
Club Day for Warton
Club Day!!
Education (3)
New School building
To have all the eligible Warton children to attend Primary Schools in Warton NOT Freckleton
New School in Lytham
Employment (1)
No Jobs now don’t need more people
Open Spaces (37)
Space and green fields
More trees e.g. by roads
More trees on pavements
More green areas
Trees and plants (the lungs of the earth)
More trees
Greenfields and plenty of fresh air
More green less bricks
Keep the green land
Conservation protecting existing wild life
We want sheep and cows not cars and houses everywhere
To see cows in the fields from my front window as I do now
Keep woodland and Greenland
Open spaces to enjoy the wildlife environment! Particularly that can be accessed to walk, play and
relax in
Large pond where dragonflies, frogs and other species would be encouraged to breed
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More things for children – a park in the centre of the village
More trees – tree
Space for older kids to play nearer the centre of the village
Play areas
lined entrance to
Athletics track
village
Park
Bike lanes
Cycle Lanes
Holiday clubs
A huge park
Footpaths
A beautiful big park
Central Parks
Cheap allotments
Cycle lanes
Open space to breathe
A big and central open space to rival ‘the green’ up the road
More useable open space in central location
More play areas for the children
What about the Warton Promenade? (Like Lytham)
Cycling and walking
Cycling/walking path to Wrea Green
Cycle and walking paths
Cycle and walking paths
Improved and easier options for cycling between and through the villages
Woodland walk and space for walkers
Highways (7)
Pedestrian Improvements crossings in more places
Proposed By-Pass Ideas 1. From Freckleton/Warton roundabout – through Marconi BAE in parallel to
and south of A584 - and rejoin A584at Rake Lane (BAE Goods Entrance) cannot build till BAE require
less land but keep route for planning future. 2. From Birley Arms to Rake Lane A584 through
Riversleigh to relieve church road traffic.
A By-Pass and several access points
I’ll second that what happened to the By-Pass
A relief road around Warton to take through traffic off Lytham Road
No access onto Church Road, this will be dangerous. No more planning permissions for houses
Pavement and road repairs
Housing (20)
Better build design
No more houses
No building on green belt land
Less houses more green environment
We don’t want to be flooded out of our homes like other parts of the country
To know who is going to buy all these extra houses – houses are not selling
No more houses in our Village
No more houses
Definitely not 1200 houses!
To grow a little not a lot
I hope that map makes Warton smaller
Some of the new development plans to be moved to Freckleton – oh no Councillor Fiddler would
never let that happen
To use existing brown belt for small development – not use green fields – they’re not for building on
once it’s gone, it’s gone!
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Less ‘Lego’ style developments
We do not want ad hoc planning
We don’t need any more benefit scroungers in Social housing
Developers being made to stick to community promises/plans
Any new developments should enable access for all not just car access down cul-de-sacs. Children
don’t drive cars
Old people’s homes
Homes for the elderly
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Post Event Update Leaflet delivered to every house
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Appendix 3 - Stage 3 Consultation - Special Parish
Meeting
Special Parish Newspaper Articles

Housing meet date for village
Published: 25 June 2014
By Gareth Vickers

Residents are being invited to a special public meeting in response to planning applications
which could see a Fylde village almost double in size.
After worries were expressed about the random nature of housing applications for Warton,
residents have called a special parish meeting on Wednesday, July 2 at Warton Village Hall.
The meeting, organised by the village’s neighbourhood plan steering group, will show
residents the current state of planning applications and how Fylde Council is dealing with
them.
Vice-chairman of the group, Jessica Ashworth, said: “It is time Fylde Council started listening
to residents.
“Bryning with Warton carried out a parish poll last August with a resounding result against
the amount of land allocated for development in Warton, which seems to have been ignored.
The village of Warton is already becoming over-developed in an ad hoc manner with no
community benefits or infrastructure improvements.
“The continued support and involvement of Bryning with Warton residents is critical to the
progression of the neighbourhood plan and influencing Fylde Council’s future decisions
impacting Warton.”
The draft Local Plan – Fylde Council’s blueprint for the borough – recommends 1,160 homes
be built in the village by 2030, a number residents say is too high already.
Plans to build close to 400 homes between Freckleton and Warton have been submitted to
Fylde Council.
The application, by Warton East Developments Ltd, is for land to the north of the Freckleton
bypass.
The meeting on July 2 starts at 7pm.
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Show of strength in housing battle
Published: 04 July 2014

Hundreds of angered villagers met to discuss the threat of more than one thousand homes being built on their
doorstep.

Warton Parish Council held a special meeting to discuss potential development in the
village, with campaigners calling on fellow residents to lobby authorities over the plans.
A string of planning applications have targeted Warton in recent months, but the council has
put a new neighbourhood plan to consultation which would give developers clearer
guidelines about the village’s housing needs.
Mike Wright, from Warton Residents Against Poor Planning (WRAPP), was among the
organisers of the meeting.
He said: “There was a lot of emotion and a lot of anger in the room.
“People are still unhappy because they believe we’ve been left open to developers.
“We were encouraged by the turnout and the amount of input we got.”
The Localism Act 2011 introduced new powers allowing parish councils to draw up
neighbourhood plans give people more control over the development of their local area.
Once the plan is written and approved it will then be used as guidance when the local
planning authority, Fylde Council, considers applications in the village.
Warton’s plan will be produced by the parish council’s neighbourhood plan steering group.
After the consultation the plan will be put to a referendum among villagers.
WRAPP is also encouraging Fylde Council to make its feelings about the scale of
development in Warton known to Fylde Council.
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Earlier this week Coun Trevor Fiddler, the authority’s portfolio holder for planning and
development blamed central Government for allowing developers to submit ad hoc plans.
Mr Wright added: “We want people to continue to lobby Fylde Council in terms of the issues
which are facing Warton.
“We feel this has a positive effect over the past 12 months.”
At a meeting of Fylde Council’s development management committee on Wednesday,
councillors resolved to refuse an application for up to 360 homes at land on Blackfield End
Farm, on Church Road, Warton.
The issue will now go to an Inquiry to be held in October.
The reasons given by the committee were the density of the proposed housing, the scale of
the development, and sustainability issues.
A spokesman for Fylde Council said: “We believe it would be harmful to the character and
appearance of a rural area and we also had concerns about the ability of the highways
network in the area to take the extra traffic.”
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Special Parish PowerPoint Presentation
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Appendix 4 - Stage 5 Drop-in Public Consultation
Event 19th August 2014
Screen shot of Facebook Page – reached 227
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Emails sent to 366 contacts
Hi All
When you attended the Bryning with Warton Neighbourhood Plan Launch back in
April this year you provided your email address so you could be kept up to date
on the plans progress.
As you may already be aware the Neighbourhood Plan is out for public
consultation till 20th August at 5pm
The Steering Group welcome your comments, the number of responses received
will add more weight to the document. All comments positive or negative are
sought during this consultation.
The Steering Group are also holding an informal drop in event at the Village Hall
19th August 2pm-8pm. If you have any questions on the plan Steering Group
members and Parish Councillors will be present. You will also have the
opportunity to view the plan in hard copy, response forms will be available
to complete and hand in.
Deadline for responses:
You have up to 5pm on 20th August 2014 to respond.
Copies of the plan and supporting documents can be viewed online at
http://www.bryningwithwarton.org/
or
hard copies of the plan are available by appointment at the following locations:
a)
‘Old Library’ & Community Centre, 156 Lytham Road, Warton
07710392767)

PR4 1XE (Contact

or during normal opening hours at
c)

Freckleton Library, Preston Old Road, Freckleton PR4 1PB
Contact 01772 635321)

d)

Fylde Borough Council, Fylde Direct, The Public Offices,

292 Clifton Drive South, Lytham St Annes, Lancashire, FY8 1LH
658658)

(Contact 01253

The plan is accompanied by a Sustainability Appraisal which is also available online and at the
locations listed above.
Should you wish to make comments on the plan this should be done using the
representation form available online or at the above locations or by requesting a copy from
the Parish Council clerk :
Mr Anthony Wood, 10 Lea Road, Lea, Preston, Lancashire. PR2 1TN
Tel: 07710392767
Kind regards
Jessica Ashworth Vice Chair of Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group
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Appendix 5 - Final 6 week Consultation
Response form
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Letter sent to Statutory Consultees
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Statutory Consultee Register – Details provided by Fylde Borough
Council
Statutory Consultees

Primary Contact

Parish Councils
Freckleton Parish Council

Mr Ken Armistead - Clerk

Ribby with Wrea Green Parish Council

Mr H J Gigg - Clerk

Elswick Parish Council

Coleman - Clerk

Kirkham Town Council

Mrs M Barnes - Clerk

Medlar with Wesham Town Council
Staining Parish Council
Weeton with Preese Parish Council
Newton with Clifton Parish Council

Miss J Priestley - Clerk
Mr Alan Blakeley - Clerk
Mrs J Kirkham - Clerk
Mr F Wilson - Clerk

Westby with Plumptons Parish Council
Treales Roseacre & Wharles Parish
Council

Mrs J Kirkham - Clerk

Singleton Parish Council

Mrs Henderson - Clerk

Saint Annes on the Sea Town Council

Mr P Jackson

Little Eccleston with Larbreck Parish
Council

Mrs V Elvy

Greenhalgh with Thisleton Parish
Council

Mr D Kirkham

Organisations
Local MP

Mark Menzies

Fylde Borough Council

Mrs G Mason

Mark Evans - Head of
Planning
Andrew Stell - Planning
Department
Fiona Riley - Planning
Policy Officer

Lancashire County Council

Lancashire Public Health

Richard Camp - Planning
& Strategy
Philip Megson - Economic
Development, Strategy &
Policy
Kate Grimshaw Corporate Property
Group
Jim Mechan
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Highways Agency

N/A

Lancashire Constabulary

Tim Ellams - Resource
Directorate

Lancashire Fire & Rescue,
North West Ambulance Service NHS
Trust
Primary Care Trust
United Utilities North West
Ofwat
National Grid c/o ENTEC UK Ltd
Electricity North West Ltd
Ofgem
National Gas Grid Disribution
Lancashire Enterprise Partnership
Network Rail
Homes and Communities Agency
English Heritage

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Damien Holdstock
N/A
N/A
N/A
Kathryn Molloy Coordination and
Development
Town Planning Team LNW
Deborah McLaughlin

Natural England
Environment Agency
Marine Management

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Local Chamber of Trade - Fylde Coast
Office

N/A

Farmers Union

Karl Hudspith
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Press Notice
Public Notice was placed in the Lancashire Evening Post on Thursday
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Notice to all Bryning with Warton Businesses
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Bryning with Warton Business Directory

Business

Address

Holy Family Catholic Church
Warton Allotments (Catholic)
Beauty Basixs
Silverdawn Day Nursery
Leisure Hire Service
Lynwood Central Office
Tesco Express
Subway
Holy Family Catholic Primary Scl

1 Lytham Road
Lytham Road
19 Lytham Road
23 Lytham Road
23 Lytham Road
Lytham Road
Lytham Road
Lytham Road
Lytham Road

Monroe's Hair and Beauty
BAE Lightning Club
BA Active
Fylde Executive Cars
Mill Lane Garage
The Raj Indian restaurant
Warton Taxi's
Walmsley's Barber Shop
Marsden's Funeral Home
Whelan's Fish and Chips
White's Sandwich Shop
Hardware Shop
Harbour Properties
St Paul's C of E
BWW Village Hall

Lytham Road
Mill Lane
Mill Lane
Mill Lane
Mill Lane
113 Lytham Road
117 Lytham, Road
123 Lytham Road
148 Lytham Road
150c Lytham Road
150 Lytham Road
Lytham Road
150 Lytham Road
11 Church Road
Church Road

3rd Warton Brownies
1st Warton St Paul's Rainbows
Pheonix Explorer Scouts
1st Warton St Pauls Scouts
1st Warton St Pauls Cubs
1st Warton St Pauls Beavers
BoxFit
StreetDance
Youth Club
Book Exchange
McColls
Clifton Arms Pub

Scout HQ
Scout HQ
Scout HQ
Scout HQ
Scout HQ
Scout HQ
Village Hall
Village Hall
Village Hall
Lytham Road
158 Lytham Road
Lytham Road
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Phone
number
01772 632254
01772 679113
01772 679239
01772 631735
01253 346123

01772 633
113
01253 858200
01772 632020
01772 490624
01772 633456
01772 633111
01772 634100
01772 634623
01772 635254
01772 631770
01772 632252

01772 493475
01772 460804
01772 635514
01772 635514
07966 722275
07985 446374
07828 142501
07828 142501
01772 499875
01772 633592
01772 635880
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BAE Warton Aerodrome
Townsend Garage
Walton's Coaches
Busy Bee's Nursery
Sweet William's Florist
Oaklands Leisure Park
Lytham Road Garage
Air Training Corps
BA Active
The Vines Residential Park
Bank Lane Caravan Park
Bank Lane Farms
SeaView Caravan Park
Jaguar Hairdressers
Ribblefort Gallery
Sigma3
Warton Allotments
Smalley's Plant Hire
Crystal Clean Car Wash
West End Lane Farms
Corner Garage Car Sales
Motorland Motorhomes
Busy Bee's Nursery

Lytham Road
Lytham Road
Lytham Rd/Naze Lane
Lytham Road
Lytham Road
Lytham Road
252 Lytham Road
Bank Lane
Bank Lane
Bank Lane
Bank Lane

Land Registry

Lytham Road

Bottomley's Fuel Merchant
Maincoat Cladding
Great Birchwood
Lytham Golf Academy
Lytham Road farms
Warton Hall Farm
Cryer's Landscaping
FarmGen Anaerobic
Rigby's Farmhouse Restaurant
Carr Lane Farms
Birley Arms Public House
AFC Fylde
Bryning Lane Farms

Storage + Preston old
Rd
Lytham Road
Lytham Road
Lytham Road
Lytham Road
Lodge Lane
Lodge Lane
Lodge Lane
Carr Lane
Carr Lane
Bryning Lane
Bryning Lane
Bryning Lane

Greenacres Bryning Caravan
Park
Pickforal Boarding Kennels
Hillock Lane Farms

Bryning Lane
Hillock Lane
Hillock Lane

Bank Lane
259 Lytham Road
263 - 265 Lytham Road
Lytham Road
Lytham Road
Lytham Road
West End Lane
Lytham Road
320 Lytham Road
Lytham Road
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01772 632238
01772 634563
01253 855687
01772 635099
01772 634459
01772 631010
01253 854002
0800 7565623
01772 633513
01772 679336
01772 635191
01772 632453
0845 0706969
01772 633869
01772 679179
01772 633844
01772 679149
01772 634666
01253 836883
0844 8921111
/ 0300
0060411
01253 693916
01772 679680
01772 633162
01772 631520

01253 736138
01253 740940
01772 632370
01772 679988
01253 682593

01772 632259
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Helical Technical R&D
Bridges Playing Field/Pavilion

Hillock Lane/Dock
Street
Canberra Way

Business

Address

Holy Family Catholic Church
Warton Allotments (Catholic)

2 Lytham Road
Lytham Road

54

01253 530464

Phone
number
1773 632254
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Email to contacts built up during the consultation process – Email send
to 366 contacts
Hi All
When you attended the Bryning with Warton Neighbourhood Plan Launch back in
April this year you provided your email address so you could be kept up to date
on the plans progress.
As you may already be aware the Neighbourhood Plan is out for public
consultation till 20th August at 5pm
The Steering Group welcome your comments, the number of responses received
will add more weight to the document. All comments positive or negative are
sought during this consultation.

Deadline for responses:
You have up to 5pm on 20th August 2014 to respond.
Copies of the plan and supporting documents can be viewed online at
http://www.bryningwithwarton.org/
or
hard copies of the plan are available by appointment at the following locations:
a)
‘Old Library’ & Community Centre, 156 Lytham Road, Warton
07710392767)

PR4 1XE (Contact

or during normal opening hours at
c)

Freckleton Library, Preston Old Road, Freckleton PR4 1PB
Contact 01772 635321)

d)

Fylde Borough Council, Fylde Direct, The Public Offices,

292 Clifton Drive South, Lytham St Annes, Lancashire, FY8 1LH
658658)

(Contact 01253

The plan is accompanied by a Sustainability Appraisal which is also available online and at
the locations listed above.
Should you wish to make comments on the plan this should be done using the
representation form available online or at the above locations or by requesting a copy from
the Parish Council clerk :
Mr Anthony Wood, 10 Lea Road, Lea, Preston, Lancashire. PR2 1TN
Tel: 07710392767
Kind regards
Jessica Ashworth Vice Chair of Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group
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Appendix 6 – Comments and Responses on the Regulation 14 Draft Plan
Ref
No
SG1

SG2
SG3

Date
Name
Receiv
ed
11/07/ Tim Amphlett 2014
Resident

Support/Object/ Summary of Comments
Make Comment

Steering Group
Comments

Changes to Plan

BWE2 & Pg 13

Support

Strongly Agree concerned with BAE
releasing land risk
General advice on NP

Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change

Support all policies but
still concerns over high
housing number
Contrary to the EZ
purpose and objectives.
Also object to
description of EZ being a
slow burner and wants it
removed

Comment Noted

No Change

20/08/ Natural England
2014
- Kate Wheeler
20/08/ WRAPP
2014

SG4

30/07/ LEP - Kathryn
2014
Molloy Head of
LEP
Coordination

SG5

04/08/ Network Rail
2014

SG6

Policy No/Pg
No

General Advice
Support

BWE1 & Page
13 and Page
36, Section 4:
Background/J
ustification
para 2

Objects to
employment
policy

No Objections
and advice on
any future
development
affecting the rail
network.

Fred Moor

No effect to the rail
network with our
proposals

The Steering Group
No Change
disagrees the plan is
contrary to the
purpose and
objectives of the EZ.
A modest allocation
of land for local
employment would
not undermine the
strategic significance
of the EZ. The term
"slow burner" is an
accurate description
of this and many
other EZs. A recent
Parliamentary
report has
confirmed this.
Comment Noted
No Change

Omission of some sort of Comment Noted
breakdown or analysis
of housing types needed
for the future

SG7

10/08/ Peter K Roberts - Pg 14 NP
2014
Resident

Support/making
a comment

SG8

10/08/ Peter K Roberts - BWT1 Pg 39
2014
Resident

Support/making
a comment

56

FBCs Green
Infrastructure Strategy situation needs
clarification and
mending first before
more pollutants are
inflicted on the Parish
Positioning of the
gateway roundabout
(west) - would destroy
Denwood Bank
properties and
allotments. Roundabout
may need possible
resiting

Comment Noted

Maps are illustrative
but a footnote is
perhaps an idea to
allay concerns,
roundabout would
be positioned
further over Clifton
House Farm area.

Policy BWH3 has
been deleted.
House types on
individual sites
will be assessed
against FBC
planning policy.
No Change

Indicative
highways map
(Draft Plan page
39) to be deleted
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SG9

10/08/ Jenny Clydesdale BWT1, BWT2,
2014
- Resident
BWLC2 Pg
39,40,43

Object

SG10

08/08/ Christine Watts 2014
Resident

Neither
Agree/Disagree

SG11

08/08/ Mr P Webberley
2014
- Resident

SG12

05/08/ The Marine
2014
Management
Organisation Angela Gemmill
Relationship
Manager
13/08/ Steve Williams
2014
Redwaters
/Warton LLP

SG13

N/A

Pg 33 figure 6

Supports intent
Objects housing

57

Majority of the maps do
not identify the
allotments as open
space which leaves them
open to future
development. Gateway
roundabout west is
encroaching on
allotments. Although it
will eliminate and
enhance a dangerous
part of Lytham Road will
be detrimental to
allotments and their
access. no green space
has been identified off
bank lane or lodge lane
which may be more
suitable for allotments
than any in Fig.11
Concerned with the
extra traffic and
congestion that too big
an increase in
population of village will
create
It’s a suggestion - nine
hole golf course
oppositie the Birley
Arms with Riversleigh
being the club house
No comments to make
on this document

We need to look
into 'Assets of
Community Value'
to see if we can
progress and
application for the
allotments or the
allotment
committee may
wish to do this if
possible

Allotments to be
identified on a
plan.

Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change

Warton should make a
contribution to meeting
the need for new
homes. Specific
comment made on the
Nine Acres Nursery site
and five areas of this
site. Area "A" which
could be enhanced for
its ecological value. Area
"B" that could be used
to create a wildlife
corridor. Area "C" that
could be developed for 8
housing units. Area "D"
that could be also be
used for housing. Area
"E" an area that could
have an extended
20mph speed limit.

Sites "A" and "B" lie No change for
outside the
the reasons
settlement
stated.
boundary in open
countryside. The
potential for
enhancement is
noted. Site "C" is to
be protected as
open space in the
NP. Site "D" lies
outside the
settlement
boundary. Comment
on Site "E" is not a
neighbourhood plan
issue.
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SG14

13/08/ Fylde Borough
2014
Council

BWH1, BWH3,
BWH4 and SA

SG15

16/08/ Peter K Roberts - Pg 12
2014
Resident

Making a
comment

SG16

16/08/ Peter K Roberts - Pg 14
2014
Resident

Making a
comment

SG17

16/08/ Mrs J
2014
Wolstenholme Resident

Making a
comment

Pg 33

Making a
comment

NPPF some potential
conflicts. Alternative
options have they been
considered. Housing
growth 'cap'. Viability &
Deliverability 30%
affordable extra burden
on developer and
specific types of
affordable goes against
the spirit of providing
affordable housing to all
eligible households.
Reserve sites need to
demonstrate
alternatives have been
considered. SA
commended. Screening
option to PC on weather
SEA is required. SA
methodology needs
expanding to assess
vision and objectives of
draft plan against SA
objectives. Make
available the plan and
policies which were
appraised. Possibility
need further Habitat
Regulations Assessment
- further evidence to
impact assessment will
be required and a Heath
Impact Assessment.
Change of village
boundary to include new
developments. BWH3
density needs covering.
BWH4 phasing of
reserve sites - estimated
yields.
34% village residents are
over or approaching
retirement age, find it
ridiculous there is no
sheltered housing
scheme. It would help
free up family sized
properties and enable
older people to remain
in their communities. It’s
as vital as affordable
housing. NPSG
recognises need for
sheltered housing.
Pollution, accurate
measurements need to
be taken at 'pressure
points' and they then
need eradicating before
more development.
NPSG will pursue this
with LCC.
Object to roundabout
positioning - on the
allotments - suggesting
it should be at Bank
Lane

58

See separate
Appendix

See separate
Appendix for
changes.

Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change

Maps are illustrative
but a footnote is
perhaps an idea to
allay concerns,
roundabout would
be positioned
further over Clifton
House Farm area.

Indicative map
to be deleted
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SG18

16/08/ Christine Hill 2014
Resident

SG19

16/08/ Mr A Eades 2014
Resident

SG20

11/08/ Environment
2014
Agency - Dave
Hortin Planning
Advisor

SG21

19/08/ Helen Crossan 2014
Resident

Pg 40 BTW2

Making a
comment

Supports/makin
g a comment

BWNE1 and
SA

Making a
comment

Supports

59

Highways Lytham road
currently taking
maximum load and that
every new
house/shop/school and
M55 link will cause
additional traffic. Escape
routes are not suitable.
Is it time to reconsider
our road system and
plan a relief road around
village.
We could still do with a
bypass with all the
planned development.
This is a strategic matter
for FBC and LCC. NPSG
will seek to explore this
as part of Transport
Masterplan with LCC.
Suggest policy makes
specific reference to
watercourses, wetlands
and the coast, in
additions to ponds.
BWW is a coastal parish
with mains rivers for a
number which enter
Ribble estuary. They
support creation of
buffer strips and green
infrastructure approach.
Watercourses naturally
link open spaces and
habitats therefore
specific mention in this
policy would be
appreciated. SA consider flood risk,
water management,
water quality (including
bathing water) and
biodiversity are all
issues for BWW given
coastal location &
predicted effects of
climate change could
have significant bearing
on location of
developments.
Recommend policies
EP10, EP23, EP25 and
EP30 from saved local
plan should be included
in list of relevant policies
on pg. 21.
Also add a policy about
water management would include flood risk
and water quality - they
could help with drafting
More reasonable
number - still high but
lesser of two evils. I do
think wildlife has been
considered but maybe
not enough, all new
developments will have
fenced gardens which
act as barriers. How will
the enterprise zone

Comment Noted

The plan seeks
to do this
through policy
BWT1

Comment Noted

No Change

Amend plan in
accordance with
comments

Add following
additional
criteria to
BWNE1 •
Retention and
enhancement of
existing coastal
features,
watercourses,
wetlands, ponds,
mature native
trees and
hedgerows.
• Maintenance
and creation of
linkages
between open
spaces and
habitats,
particularly by
using existing
watercourses.
Add new policy
BWNE3.

Comment Noted

No Change
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businesses sustain
themselves.

SG22

19/08/ Mrs A Jackson 2014
Resident

SG23

19/08/ Linda Ball 2014
Resident

SG24

19Aug

Barbara Maguire
- Resident

Support

SG25

19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014

Shaun Chetwood
- Resident
Marilyn Oates Residents
Stephen Croft Resident
Alison Croft Resident
Pauline Marsh Resident
Howard Greaves
- Resident
Pauline Marsh Resident
Graham Oates Resident
Trevor Clarke Resident
Mark Eaves Resident
Graham
Dewhurst Resident
Linda Dewhurst Resident
Graham
Edwards Resident
Myra & John
Miller - Resident
Robert Morrow Resident
Dexter Eaves Resident
Mr M Brickles Resident
Maxwell Eaves Resident
Maddie Eaves Resident
Gillian Eaves Resident
Mr P
Worthington -

SG26
SG27
SG28
SG29
SG30
SG31
SG32
SG33
SG34
SG35

SG36
SG37

SG38
SG39
SG40
SG41
SG42
SG43
SG44
SG45

19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014

Supports
/making a
comment

BWH2 Pg 33

Support proposals
completely and I am
particularly pleased with
gateway roundabouts.
They will help give the
village an identity.
Pleased with extra
public open space.
Many houses already on
rental market or
awaiting sale, why are
more houses needed?
NP is respectful of this
and choosing to live in
Warton because of its
village nature.
A lot of work has gone
into this plan. likes the
buffer/walkways

Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

No Change

Support

Sports centre, Swimming Comment Noted
Pool
Comment Noted

Support

To be kept as a village

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Support

Sustainability Appraisal

Support

NP and Sustainability
Appraisal
60

No Change
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SG46

Resident
19/08/ Janet Clarke 2014
Resident

Support

More balanced and
more acceptable than
FBC Plan
The village is unable to
meet the needs of such
a vast and rapid
expansion

Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change

SG47

19/08/ Helen Commins 2014
Resident

Support

SG48

19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014

David Menzies Resident
Norma Clarke Resident
C S Denham Resident

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change

19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014
19/08/
2014

Robin Trelfa Resident
Michael Trelfa Resident
Rosa Trelfa Resident
Sarah Trelfa Resident
Robin Crossan Resident

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Support

Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

Policy BWT2 of
the plan seeks to
achieve this.

Comment Noted

No Change

SG49
SG50

SG51
SG52
SG53
SG54
SG55

Support

Is there no scope for a
park and ride for BAE
workers at either end of
village. NPSG agrees and
will seek to explore this
as part of Transport
Masterplan with LCC.

Support/making
a comment

SG56

19/08/ David Hoyle 2014
Resident

Support/making
a comment

SG57

19/08/ Tony Guest 2014
Resident

Support/making
a comment

SG58

19/08/ Tony Guest 2014
Resident

SG59

19/08/ R A Jackson 2014
Resident

BWH1 Pg 30

Support

Support

61

More realistic view/
level seems more
appropriate/decline in
employment at BAE
raises the question of
who is going to fill these
houses. Support the
buffer zones. Gateway
roundabouts good idea.
traffic increase on
Lytham road, speed
humps around school
areas
Sensible serious
response but it should
be a case of this far and
no further. Very
impressed with the level
of professionalism
To ensure the approach
to the village is defined
as rural and it’s critical
it’s protected. Noting
that Church Road is one
of the most attractive
roads in Fylde
Keep development east
and west and not north.
Allows all residents
short access to
countryside. Favouring
east over west is good as
much traffic will head
towards Preston. Buffer
zones for walking and
cycling will promote
leisure around village these should not
become ginnels.
pleasing the housing
figure is significantly
below FBCs.
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SG60

19/08/ Neil A Wood 2014
Resident

BWT1 Pg 39

Objects

SG61

19/08/ Jim Bennett 2014
Resident

Pg 28 & 33 Fig
6

Objects

SG62

19/08/ Vikee Welch 2014
Resident

Objects/Making
a Comment

SG63

19/08/ Christine Watts 2014
Resident

Support

SG64

19/08/ Michael Gilbert 2014
Parish Councillor
Member of
NPSG

SG65

19/08/ John & Jean
2014
Bamber,
Oaklands

SG66

19/08/ J Smith 2014
Resident

BWT1 Pg 39

Making a
comment

Support/making
a comment

62

Ability to disperse the
amount of added traffic
this development would
attract would prove
totally unsustainable
without being able to
use all four points of the
compass. There are
enough fatalities on the
roads let’s not
encourage any more.
NPSG considered all
options and promoting
development to the east
and west of the village
was considered the most
sustainable.
Better than FBC but not
happy with most
development at the east
Why do we need more
houses - cannot sell her
house
Concerned with traffic
issues especially around
new Tesco. Parish
Council agrees and is
and will monitor the
situation.
No proposal for relief
road, the area needs
this, and this will
become even more so
when the new M55 J2.
This is a strategic matter
for FBC and LCC. NPSG
will seek to explore this
as part of Transport
Masterplan with LCC.
Concerned about the
access to the proposed
Riversleigh
development. Also
concerns about public
open space P1. The
Parish Council objected
to the Riversleigh
planning application,
including concerns about
access. These concerns
were taken in to account
in approving the
planning application.
Village requires
improvement footpaths
and road maintenance.
Cannot accept the need
for so many social
properties when
employment and
educational facilities do
not correlate with our
deprived village. Needs
somewhere in the rural
area to walk, lots of
trees. BAE produce
massive carbon
footprint issues our
village should have
countryside to balance

Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted.
But Warton must
accommodate some
new housing.
Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change, not
an issue for the
NP.

No Change

Access to Riversleigh P1 to be deleted.
was approved
through the
planning application
process. P1 is to be
deleted.

Comment Noted

No Change
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the area.

SG67

19/08/ Debbie Adams 2014
Resident

Pg 2-3, Section
2 Pg16, S2
Pg17, Pg18,
Pg30, Pg32,
Pg39, Pg43,
Pg12 SA

SG68

19/08/ Simeon Earl 2014
Resident

Pg28

SG69

19/08/ Eleanor Bennett
2014
- Resident

SA

1. NP contradictory
states FBC have
identified a figure of 650
homes but Np plans for
638. 2. Section 1
support. 3. Three storey
town houses should not
be permitted. 4.
Transport and Leisure
sections supported. 5.
Wildlife should be
protected. 6. North of
Warton will not be able
to handle extra traffic. 7.
Agree east of Warton
has better access. 8. Can
buffer areas have
minimum widths? 9. See
point 3. 10. No need for
more car parking. 11.
Support gateway
concept. 12. Support
Village Centre. 13.
Concerns on
maintenance of buffers.
Livestock allotments
should be provided. 14.
Support BWNE1. 15.
Comment on date on
page 15 of the
Sustainability Appraisal.
55% too much 40-45% is
what we should be
aiming at. Development
should be on
brownfield. All
development should be
environmental sound
with solar panels, water
collections. For every 5
eco houses built the
same number of preexisting dwellings should
be upgraded. All new
houses should be the
same size (height) to
their nearest
neighbours. Better
leisure centre.
No new houses needed
in Warton. We should
wait till all are sold on
BAE before building
anymore. Worried about
the traffic on Lytham
Road. Lived here for 57
years and shops have
become less and still
waiting for a doctors.

Object

63

1. Accepted 2.
Support noted. 3.
Comment noted. 4
Support Noted. 5.
Noted 6. Noted. 7.
Noted. 8. Noted,
buffers to be
"substantial areas of
open space". 9.
Noted. 10. Noted.
11. Support noted.
12. Support Noted.
13. Comments
noted. 14. Support
noted. 15. Date to
be changed.

1. BWH1 will
plan for a
minimum 650
new homes. 2.
No Change. 3.
No Change. 4.
No Change 5. No
Change. 6. No
Change. 7.
Noted. 8. No
Change. 9. No
change. 10. No
Change. 11. No
Change. 12. No
Change. 13. No
Change. 14. No
Change. 15. Date
to be changed.

Comments Noted

No Change

Warton must
provide some new
homes. Agree
infrastructure
imposes a limit on
this. Comments on
retail provision
noted.

No Change
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SG70

19/08/ Paul Baker 2014
Resident

Pg33

Support/Making Need one or two
a comment
bedroomed houses not
four and five as
proposed

Comment Noted

SG71

19/08/ Christine Guest 2014
Resident

Pg30

Object

Warton must
provide some new
homes. Agree
infrastructure
imposes a limit on
this. Comments on
retail provision
noted.

SG72

19/08/ Tony Guest 2014
Resident

Pg12

Making a
comment

SG73

19/08/ Jack Nichol 2014
Resident

Pg39 BWT1

Making a
comment

SG74

19/08/ Brian Petrus 2014
Resident

SG75

19/08/ Stephen Ball 2014
Resident

Pg40 BWT2

SG76

20/08/ St Annes Town
2014
Council

Attached
Letter

SG77

20/08/ Margaret Scott 2014
Resident

Attached
Letter

Do not support the
housing figure, enough
houses have already
been built and there is
not infrastructure to
support them. Retail
amenities provided
Tesco and Subway
merely conflict with
established retail units
and provide no real
improvements to village.
Provision of Medical
Centres - Warton will
never get its own
Missed opportunity
building a bypass years
ago.
Water supplies sewers
electricity will these be
improved
Concerned with new
layout of roundabout at
the east of village

Making a
comment
Object

Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change

Maps are illustrative
but a footnote is
perhaps an idea to
allay concerns,
roundabout would
be positioned
further over Clifton
House Farm area.
Detailed response
The 1,160 homes is
questioning the
only a preferred
reduction from 1160 and option and not the
where the shortfall will
figure in the
go in Fylde. Concerns
adopted plan. The
about the NPs evidence NP plans for more
base. Support for BWE1. homes than in the
Question about how
adopted plan,
Parish council will work
therefore is not
with FBC and
stopping
developers.
development. The
question where
should home be
built in the rest of
the Borough will be
addressed in Fylde's
Local Plan. The NP
has a
comprehensive
evidence base - see
the National and
Local Policy
Assessment. To help
users an evidence
base summary is
also being prepared.
Support for BWE1
noted. Section 5 is
not policy but
supporting material.
Objection to the level of Warton must
growth proposed for
provide some new
Warton.
homes.

Making a
comment
64

Policy BWH3 has
been amended.
House types on
individual sites
will be assessed
against this
policy and needs
identified at the
time
No Change

Indicative map
to be deleted

No change to
plan. To help
users an
evidence base
summary is also
being prepared.

No Change
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SG78

20/08/ Christopher Hill
2014

BWH1

Support/making
a comment

SG79

20/08/ Christopher Hill
2014

BWH4

Object

SG80

20/08/ John Leadbeater
2014
- Resident

BWT2, BWLC2

Making a
comment

SG81

20/08/ Derek
2014
Goodenough Resident

Making a
comment

SG82

20/08/ Anthony &
2014
Geraldine
Dagger Resident

Support/making
a comment

SG83

20/08/ Stephanie
2014
Anforth Resident
20/08/ J B Bennett 2014
Resident

SG84

SG85
SG86

SG87

BWH1

20/08/ David & Duncan
2014
Corbit Landowner

Supports

Objects

20/08/ George Graham - BWH1
2014
Resident
20/08/ No Name
2014

Support for BWH1.
Agreement that
infrastructure should be
in place before
development proceeds.
Objection to
identification of reserve
sites.
Gateway roundabouts concerned with
allotments. Buffer
around West End Lane
would disturb existing
wildlife as there are
already ditches and
dykes
Housing figure is more
realistic. Does not think
the flood prevention
would cope with a
higher figure. East
development good idea.
No new developments
further than caravan site
Happy with work
undertaken by WRAPP
NPSG Residents and
Parish Council to reduce
housing figure.

Believes land around
Warton was Green Belt
as told by his solicitor.
Worried about
congestion on A584
wished we had gone for
a bypass

Supports
Neither
Agree/Disagree

Section 4.2
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Village centre needs
improvements.
Agricultural land should
not be used for housing
because most of what
we eat depends on soil.
Owners of 5 acres of
land bordering Harbour
Lane and Hillock Lane.
Local Plan is best way of
deciding future housing.
Objection to NP is based
on three grounds. 1.
Procedure. 2. The plan
does not promote
sustainable
development. 3. The NP
is premature.

Comments noted.

No Change.

Reserve sites and
policy BWH4 to be
removed.
Maps are illustrative
but a footnote is
perhaps an idea to
allay concerns,
roundabout would
be positioned
further over Clifton
House Farm area.
Comment Noted

Reserve sites
and policy BWH4
to be removed.
Indicative
gateways map to
be deleted.

Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change

No Change

Land around Warton No Change
not Green Belt.
There are Green Belt
areas outside the
Parish.

Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change

1. The NP has been
prepared in
accordance with
correct policy and
procedure. This is
set out on more
detail in the
accompanying
Consultation
Statement and Basic
Condition
Statement. 2. The
plan does promote
sustainable
development and is
in line with national
planning policy. See
the accompanying
Sustainability
Appraisal and Basic
condition
Statement. 3. The
plan is not
premature.

No Change.
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Neighbourhood Plan
must be in "general
conformity" with
adopted Local Plans,
and take account of
emerging Local
Plans. The NPSG has
done this.

SG88

20/08/ David Wells 2014
Resident

Making a
comment

Improvement of FBC
Local Plan. Housing
number still seems
excessive, employment
concerns
Extremely professional takes account the views
of local people which
was sadly lacking in the
original FBC document.
If adopted it will ensure
that some of our green
fields have been
safeguarded.
Does not agree with
buffer zone. Owner’s
site should be removed.

SG89

20/08/ Anne Wells 2014
Resident

Making a
comment

SG90

20/08/ G M Rigby
2014

Object

SG91

20/08/ Sandra Pitman 2014
Parish Councillor
Member of
NPSG

Pg2-3

object/making a
comment

SG92

20/08/ Sandra Pitman 2014
Parish Councillor
Member of
NPSG

Pg5-9

object/making a
comment
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Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change

Buffers zone are a
key concept of the
NP. To remove
individual parcels of
land would
undermine this
concept.
Pages 1-3 substitute
Disagree
"undo-ordinated" for
development by
"unplanned". No
planning
timeframe included in
applications Is not
Preface. Preface should
plan-led. Plan
make reference to north timeframe is to
and south of Warton.
2030. North of
Improvements at
village is open
gateways not
countryside, south
compatible with area's
employment land.
rural character. Preface
Improvements at
point 4 words missing.
the gateways are
Preface points 5 and 7
not incompatible
could be amalgamated.
with gateway
Phrase "highly
improvements.
contested" should be
Point 4 no change.
qualified.
Points 5 and 7 are
about different
issues and should
remain separate.
"highly contested"
to be qualified.
Identify stakeholders
The Consultation
consulted. Page 7
identifies the
identify what makes
extensive
Bryning with Warton
consultation on the
special. Figure 1 not
plan. This has been
properly referenced. The open and inclusive.
Plan has not been
All figures will be
prepared in an "open
properly referenced.
and inclusive manner".
Distinctiveness of
area to be

No Change

“a total of 1,160
homes for
Warton a figure
that is highly
contested by
local people,
local groups and
the parish
council.

All figures to be
properly
referenced.
Distinctiveness
to be highlighted
in various areas
of plan.
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highlighted in plan.

SG93

20/08/ Sandra Pitman 2014
Parish Councillor
Member of
NPSG

Pg11-12

object/making a
comment

SG94

20/08/ Sandra Pitman 2014
Parish Councillor
Member of
NPSG

Pg12-15

object/making a
comment

SG95

20/08/ Sandra Pitman 2014
Parish Councillor
Member of
NPSG

Pg15-17

object/making a
comment

SG96

20/08/ Sandra Pitman 2014
Parish Councillor
Member of
NPSG

Pg20-21

object/making a
comment

SG97

20/08/ Sandra Pitman 2014
Parish Councillor
Member of
NPSG

Pg 21-30

object/making a
comment

SG98

20/08/ Sandra Pitman 2014
Parish Councillor
Member of
NPSG

Pg32-43

object/making a
comment

67

Questions on
consultation. Some of
illustrations should be
deleted. Rural nature of
area is "overexaggerated". Warton is
in good access of retail
in Preston and
Blackpool. Health
services are easily
available. Many
community facilities are
under-used.

Consultation on the
NP is covered in the
accompanying
Consultation
Statement.
Illustrations to be
retained. Disagree
with point on "rural
nature". Comment
on facilities and
services noted, but
this will remain a
key objective of the
NP. Brief history to
be retained.
Figure 2 not referenced
Figure to be
properly or referred to
referenced and
in text. Comments on
referred to in text.
level of pollution and car Level of pollution is
ownership. History
from Fylde BC
section should be
evidence base. Car
deleted
ownership
Better to say BAE coBAE comment
existed rather than lived Noted. Function of
side by side. Function of Warton developed
Warton not explained.
throughout
Poll result should be
document. Poll
shown.
covered in
Consultation
Statement.
Design and quality
It is important to
concept meaningless.
improve design and
How have 638 homes
quality in Warton.
been chosen? Number
Number of homes is
of objectives cannot be
based on
achieved.
consideration of all
options. The
objectives can be
achieved - they are
not all developer
contribution
dependent.
New green spaces will
Sites were appraised
be a burden on the
as part of the planParish Council. Policy
making process. No
BWH1 why no
change. Future
development to north of management is not
Warton, too much
an issue for the NP.
development in the
east.
Function of Warton
Function developed
village still not
through the plan.
explained. None of the
Policies are not all
policies can be achieved dependent on
without developer
developer
contributions. Higher
contributions. Agree
standards for footpaths with comments on
and cycleways and
footpaths/cycleways
protection of all hedges. and hedges.

No Change

Figure to be
referenced and
referred to in
text.

No Change

No Change

No Change

No Change
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SG99

20/08/ LCC - Richard
2014
Camp - Planning
Officer Strategy
and Policy

Making a
comment

SG10
0

20/08/ Sedgewick
2014
Associates :
Warton East
Developments
Ltd

Making a
comment

SG10
1

20/08/ Pegasus Group 2014
Graham Lamb

Object/Support

68

Have no overall
objections to the
proposals, although
there are specific
concerns which relate to
the Employment Zone
which is seen as a
strategic priority for the
County Council.
Education, Transport
and Infrastructure,
Public Realm Changes.
Questions use of term
'slow burner' and says it
should be removed.
A. The principle of the
housing allocation is
appropriate;
B.
The number of houses
proposed for H2 should
be increased;
C. The draft NP does not
meet the required basic
conditions; and,
D. A number of NP
policies should be
amended.
Comments made on
behalf of our client
Hallam Land
Management Limited
(HLM). Land Interests
Blackfield End Farm and
Clifton House Farm.
Concerns about
consultation process.
Concerns about
reference to ATLAS. No
evidence produced to
show how housing
figure arrived at. A
number of comments
about Local Plans and
Neighbourhood Plans.
Comment on
Sustainability Appraisal.
BWH1 supported but
should include a larger
site at Clifton House
Farm. Support for
BWH2. Concerns about
BWH3. Fully support
BWE1 and BWT1.
Comments on Figure 9.
Comments on P1
allocation. Support
BWLC1 but concerns
over limits size of centre
will impose. Support
BWNE1 and BWNE2.
Sustainability Appraisal
not considered other
options.

The Steering Group
disagrees the plan is
contrary to the
purpose and
objectives of the EZ.
The term "slow
burner" is an
accurate description
of this and many
other EZs. A recent
Parliamentary
report has
confirmed this.

No Change

650 new homes will
be planned for. The
plan meets the basic
conditions - see the
Basic Condition
Statement.

Policy BWH1 to
be amended to
plan for 650 new
homes.

The Draft Plan
consultation was
widely publicised see the Consultation
Statement and has
met the regulations
by engaging those
who live, work and
do business in the
area. Housing figure
goes significantly
beyond the adopted
Local Plan. This
follows
consideration of
various options by
the NPSG and
extensive public
consultation. The
Neighbourhood Plan
must be in general
conformity with the
2005 Local Plan.
Comment on
Sustainability
Appraisal "cherry
picks" - the overall
tone of this
document raises
concerns about
significant
development in
Warton without
suitable mitigation.
P1 allocation agree policy to be
amended. Note
comments on
BWLC1.
Sustainability
Appraisal was on
Draft Plan - not all
options. These are
covered in emerging

Reference to
discussions with
ATLAS to be
amended.
Housing figure to
be amended to
650 homes. No
change to site
boundary at
Clifton House
Farm. BWH3 to
be deleted.
Figure 9 to be
deleted. Policy
to be amended
to refer to future
open space at
Warton West.
BWLC1 to be
amended to
allow for
development
beyond village
centre for local
needs retail.
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Local Plan.

SG10
2

20/08/ CPRE - Jackie
2014
Copley

SG10
3
SG10
4

20/08/ Andrew
2014
Robinson Resident
23/08/ James Cartmell
2014

SG10
5
SG10
6

20/08/
2014
29/08/
2014

Mr & Mrs
Wright
ATLAS Rob
Smith - Spatial
Planning
Manager

Supporting

Commends the aims of
ensuring the rural
aspects of the village are
protected. Supports
buffer areas. Hopes that
the progression of the
Neighbourhood Plan can
help provide some
planning policy
protection to steer
necessary housing
development to the
most suitable locations.
I am in favour of the
work that has been
carried out so far
Policy BWH4 is in
conflict with FBC Policy
SP1

Making a
comment

Pg24

Support but
with comments
Support making
comments not
formally
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Comment Noted

No Change

Comment Noted

No Change

Policy to be deleted.

BWH4 deleted.

Comment Noted

No Change

55% not given explicit
Comment Noted
view on actual
percentage, we would
request therefore that
the sentence is amended
to remove the
implication that we gave
any specific view on the
55% figure that is
quoted. Review
subsequent approach to
options and density
assumptions. Should
relate to land areas and
scope of necessary on
site land uses and
accompanying
infrastructure to derive
a suitable dwelling
capacity. Indicative Plan
- qualify sentence to
recognise plan is very
high level and was not

Reference to
55% deleted.
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produced based upon
detailed technical survey
work or broad
engagement with all the
necessary stakeholders.

SG10
7

24/07/ Highways
2014
Agency - Cathy
Dean, Assistant
Asset Manager,
Asset
Development
Team

SG10
8

02/09/ Val Dugdale 2014
Resident

SG10
9

02/09/ English Heritage
2014

Support and
making
comments

All

Having reviewed the
Comment Noted
Neighbourhood Plan, we
welcome its vision and
objectives and its
alignment with the
policies of the emerging
Fylde Local Plan. Whilst
Bryning-with Warton is
approx. 7km from the
SRN, it is not anticipated
that implementation of
the plan will have any
significant impact on the
SRN, i.e. M55 Junction 3.
However, we are aware
of the large scale
development of BAE
Enterprise Zone, which is
a key employment area
and the assumptions for
housing growth based
on the anticipated
further development of
the Enterprise Zone.
Therefore through the
formal planning process,
we would expect to be
consulted on any future
housing/business
development in the
Bryning-with-Warton
Neighbourhood Plan
area to ensure that
there will be no
detrimental impact on
the SRN.
Supports the reduced
Comment Noted
housing stock. Agrees
that there is a need for
more green open spaces
for children. Something
like Parkview 4 U. Need
to re-establish a post
office FBC should be
giving these assurances.
No comments to make
Comment Noted
on this document at this
stage.

Support and
making
comments

70

No Change

No Change

No Change
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Appendix 7 – Response in relation to comments received by Fylde Borough Council
The Neighbourhood Plan must be in “general conformity” with the adopted Fylde Borough Council Local Plan. It should also have regard to
emerging planning policy being prepared by Fylde. It is therefore crucial that Neighbourhood Plan addresses any concerns of the local
planning authority at submission. To show how we have done this, this Appendix has been prepared.
COMMENT
Alternative Options
It is acknowledged in the Sustainability Appraisal of the draft Plan
that alternative options have not been considered due to the ‘iterative
process led by a clear idea and vision for the future of the village’.
The LPA raises concern that the draft Plan, and thus the SA have not
considered, therefore, all reasonable alternatives. This is an important
stage in developing the Plan and associated SA, and could be
considered contrary to national policy. The treatment of alternative
options through the SA process has been seen as an area where Local
Plans have received challenge at Examinations in Public. It may be
the case that the Plan has considered all reasonable alternatives but
this information has not been sufficiently documented and appraised
thought the SA process. As part of the SA, it will also be important to
consider ‘business as usual’ scenario to consider the effect of not
developing a neighbourhood plan.
Housing Growth ‘Cap’
Draft Plan Objective 1 and policy BWH1 sets a ‘cap’ on the level of
housing growth up to 2030 for Bryning with Warton. The LPA
acknowledged that policy BWH4 provides housing ‘reserve sites’
which would be released upon the completion of sites H1 and H2 (as
identified in policy BWH1), and policy BWH4 permits windfall sites
of less than 5 dwellings on previously developed sites. However, the
policy ‘cap’ could be suggested to conflict with the presumption in
favour of sustainable development, resulting in less development
coming forward than would have occurred without a Neighbourhood
Plan and remove the potential choice in the market. The NPSG may
therefore wish to consider the wording, operation of the policy and
the trigger to release reserve sites in Policy BWH4.
COMMENT
Level of Growth
The NPPF paragraph 184 states that neighbourhood plans should not
promote less development than set out in the Local Plan or undermine
its strategic policies. The draft Plan refers to the ‘Fylde Borough
Council has recently agreed to reduce the number of houses planned
for Warton to 650 in the next version of the Local Plan’.
The Local Plan Steering Group has considered the comments that
were raised as a result of the Preferred Option consultation on the
emerging Local Plan. As a result of that deliberation the Portfolio
Holder is minded to reconsider the distribution of strategic housing
and employment sites throughout the borough. This would result in a
re-examination of the strategic development sites at Warton and
Kirkham and the examination of potential additional development
sites in the vicinity of the M55 junction 4/Whitehills.
New data was published by the Office for National Statistics recently
which may have implications for the Strategic Housing Market
Assessment (SHMA) and the potential number of houses to be
delivered during the plan period. This will require further appraisal
which will need to be considered by the Local Plan Steering
Group/Portfolio Holder. Accordingly it will be necessary to carry out
a reappraisal of these development options along with other factors
and to carry out further consultation in respect of them.
At this stage, the Portfolio Holder has agreed the principal of
reducing the proposed scale of development at Warton to a figure
around 650, but a revised Preferred Option of the Fylde Local Plan to
2030 needs to be drafted and appraised in order to confirm that this
approach can be delivered. It may be that following further appraisal
that this figure is not ratified by the Council and an alternative scale
of development may be identified in the Local Plan- Revised
Preferred Options.

SUGGESTED RESPONSE AND CHANGE
This is an error in the Sustainability Appraisal. Alternatives were
considered by the Steering Group, including those in the emerging
Local Plan process. The revised Sustainability Appraisal will include
a section on these alternative options. The Steering Group consider all
reasonable alternatives have been considered.

The “cap” will be removed. Policy BWH1 will be re-worded to say :
“To maintain Warton’s village character new housing growth will be
managed so that it is appropriate in size and scale to that village
character. Within the settlement boundary, Figure 5, 650 new homes
will be developed in Warton up to 2030.”
Policies BWH3 and BWH4 will be deleted and BWH1 amended to
manage future housing development proposals both within and
outside the settlement boundary.

SUGGESTED RESPONSE
The Neighbourhood Plan does not promote less development than the
existing Local Plan. It proposes significant growth.
In discussions with Fylde BC they now support the around 650 figure
of dwellings. See re-wording to BWH1 above.
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COMMENT

SUGGESTED RESPONSE

Viability and Deliverability
Paragraph 173 of the NPPF requires the plan to be deliverable and
viable. The NPPG states that sites and scales of development
identified in the plan should not be subject to such a scale of
obligations and policy burden that their ability to be developed viably
is questioned. The draft Plan places extra burdens on developers
which have not been tested – for example, policy BWH3 requires all
new development to provide a minimum of 30% affordable housing.
This is a more restrictive policy approach than operated through the
current Interim Housing Policy and proposed in the emerging Local
Plan, both of which include a viability test. The approach set out in
the Neighbourhood Plan needs to be justified, this is important as the
document would form part of the development plan and would need
to stand up to scrutiny by developers and Inspectors at Planning
Appeals. The justification of policies in the draft Plan may, therefore,
need to be bolstered.

Comment accepted. BWH3 to be deleted.

Affordable Housing
Comment accepted. BWH3 to be deleted.
Policy BWH3 in relation to affordable housing provision requires
affordable housing ‘suitable to meet the needs of older people and
those with disabilities’. This Council supports the approach of
providing affordable housing to meet a wide range of needs; however,
there is concern that this restrictive approach goes against the spirit of
providing affordable housing to all eligible households whose needs
are not met by the market, as set out in annex 2 of the NPPF.

COMMENT

SUGGESTED RESPONSE

Residential Amenity
The draft Plan emphasises the protection of existing residential
amenity. The NPPG is clear that amenity is important for all existing
and future occupants of land and buildings. It is suggested that the
wording be amended in this respect in order to resolve this matter in
the relevant policies.

The NP will be re-drafted to refer to “existing and future” occupants.

Garden development
Policy BWH4 to be deleted.
Paragraph 53 of the NPPF states that LPA’s should consider the case
for restrictive policies to prevent the inappropriate development of
residential gardens. Policy BWH4 proposes housing ‘reserve sites’, of
which R1 and R3 would incur the development of residential gardens,
which could be considered to go against the spirit of preventing
inappropriate development of residential gardens. It is acknowledged
that the second aspect of the policy permits windfall sites of less than
5 dwellings providing it meets a range of criteria, which presumably
if met means the sites are not considered ‘inappropriate development’
as set out in NPPF paragraph 53. It is clear from the housing ‘reserve
sites’ R1 – R5 within the first half of the policy, that they would not
necessary meet all of these criteria. The selection criteria which the
NPSG have used to consider sites should be made available, this point
goes back to the need to demonstrate all reasonable alternatives.
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COMMENT

SUGGESTED RESPONSE

Sustainable Development
Sustainable development is a ‘golden thread’ running through the
NPPF. The basic conditions require the qualifying body, in this case,
the Parish Council, to demonstrate how their Plan will contribute to
sustainable development. The NPPF suggest the use of a
sustainability appraisal as a useful method to demonstrate this. This
approach has been carried out by the NPSG and can be commended.
Compliance with this ‘golden thread’ should be clearly demonstrated
through the basic condition statement. Guidance on producing a basic
condition statement, including a template is available on the Locality
website. The NPSG may find it beneficial for the LPA to also assist
with this process.

This comment is noted. The Parish Council will ensure the plan
promotes sustainable development. A revised Sustainability Appraisal
will be prepared and a Basic Condition Statement.

General conformity with the Development Plan
The Council recognises that section 1.3 of the draft Plan states that
the draft Plan is in general conformity with the strategic planning
policy of the LPA, in this case, the Local Plan as Amended 2005. It is
recognised that this test is one of general conformity rather than
complete conformity. There is no current Government guidance on
what is meant by general conformity, but an established principle in a
now defunct Planning Policy Statement 12 suggest:
‘The test is of general conformity and not conformity. This means
that it is only where an inconsistency or omission in a development
plan document would cause significant harm to the implementation of
the spatial development strategy, that it should be considered to not
be in general conformity. The fact that the development plan
document is inconsistent with one or more policies in the spatial
development strategy, either directly or through the omission of a
policy or proposal, does not, by itself, mean that the document is not
in general conformity. Rather the test is how significant the
inconsistency is from the point of view of delivery of the spatial
development strategy.’ (para 4.20)
The NPPF suggests although a draft NP is not tested against the
policies in an emerging Local Plan, the reasoning and evidence
informing the Local Plan process may be relevant to the consideration
of the basic conditions against which a neighbourhood plan is tested.
The examiner’s report for the Tattenhall and District Neighbourhood
Plan highlights that ‘it makes good sense for neighbourhood planners
to understand and have a mind to how the neighbourhood plan fits
with the emerging strategic policies of the development plan and be
able to clearly explain the rationale for any significant differences,
should there be any.’
In accordance with NPPF, it is suggested that the NPSG and LPA
should discuss and aim to agree the relationship between policies in:
the emerging neighbourhood plan; the emerging Local Plan, and the
adopted development plan. It is suggested that this process is carried
out prior to the Plan’s submission to the LPA (under regulation 15 of
the Neighbourhood Planning Regulations) and evidence of this
discussion is provided as part of the basic condition statement which
will be made available to the independent examiner.

The Parish Council have worked alongside FBC to ensure the NP is
in “general conformity” with the existing Local Plan, and that it takes
account of emerging planning policy. This matter will be addressed in
the Basic Condition Statement.
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COMMENT

SUGGESTED RESPONSE

Sustainability Appraisal and Strategic Environmental Assessment
There is no legal requirement for a neighbourhood plan to undertake a
Sustainability Appraisal (SA). In some circumstances, where a
neighbourhood plan could have a significant environmental effect, a
Strategic Environment Assessment (SEA) may be required.
To assess whether the NP may have a significant environmental
effect, its potential scope should be assessed, and the LPA can
provide a screening opinion to the Parish Council on whether a SEA
is required. As part of the LPA determining whether the proposals are
likely to have a significant environmental effect, the LPA are
expected to consult the three statutory consultation bodies (English
Heritage, Natural England and the Environment Agency). If the LPA
determines the plan is unlikely to have a significant environmental
effect, and therefore does not require an environmental assessment,
the LPA will provide a screening assessment with reasons for its
determination. A copy of this statement provided to the Parish
Council could then be made available to the Independent Examiner
and form part of the evidence base for basic conditions statement
required at submission stage (regulation 15).
It is acknowledged that the draft Plan is supported by an SA which it
states has incorporated the legal requirements of the SEA Directive.
However, it is unclear if the relevant statutory consultees have been
directly consulted on the SA Scoping Report & Baseline and thus
concluded the need for a SA/SEA of the draft Plan.
The NPPG (Reference ID: 11-026-20140306) suggest guidance on
producing SA of Local Plans should be referred to for undertaking
neighbourhood plans. The SA process should be proportionate and
relevant to the Plan being assessed. The SA carried out for Bryning
with Warton’s draft Plan has tested the policies and site for inclusion
against the established SA framework produced for the emerging
Fylde Local Plan to 2030. This approach to using the established SA
framework is supported as this will assist with the NP general
conformity with the emerging Local Plan. This approach could also
be used for other elements of the SA process to avoid unnecessary
duplication, albeit that the SA of the Local Plan is dated June 2013. If
this approach is taken, it would be beneficial if the SA clearly stated
which elements from the emerging Local Plan SA are being relied
upon.
It is suggested that the SA methodology is expanded to assess the
vision and objectives of the draft Plan against the SA objectives. This
would further assist in ensuring the whole plan contributes to
sustainable development and ensure conformity with the emerging
Local Plan.
The SA report states that the recommendations from the SA have
been taken into account in drafting the Plan. It is unclear if all SA
recommendations have been taken forward as there appears to be
some anomalies between the draft Plan and SA recommendations. It
could be beneficial for the NPSG to make available the plan and
policies which were appraised, this would also assist with the
provision of an audit trial.
The policy testing tables in Appendix 1 of the SA have assessed the
draft policies and housing sites against the established SA Objectives
from the emerging Local Plan. From an initial review of the findings,
there appears to be some inconsistencies in the comments and scoring
criteria which may benefit from a further review. There also appears
to be no review of policy BWE2: Protect Existing Employment and of
housing reserve sites R3 and R4 in relation to policy BWH4. In
relation to the housing site testing, it is considered that there are some
further differences between the sites which it is expected would have
been teased out through the appraisal process, which could assist with
sites inclusion justifications.

The statutory consultees have been consulted on the Sustainability
Appraisal.
The Sustainability appraisal is proportionate and appropriate for the
NP.
The Sustainability Appraisal uses the SA Framework established for
the emerging Local Plan. To clarify matters those elements directly
relied upon will be highlighted in the Sustainability Appraisal for the
NP.
The NP Sustainability Appraisal will be expanded to assess the vision
and objectives of the draft Plan against the SA objectives.
All the SA recommendations have been taken forward. The anomalies
between the draft Plan and the SA recommendations arise because
new policies have been added based on the SA recommendations. The
revised SA will look at all policies ahead of publication of a revised
draft.
A further review of policies and sites to address any inconsistencies in
the comments and scoring criteria will be undertaken in a revised SA.
Policy BWE2: Protect Existing Employment will be included in a
revised SA.
It is agreed that in relation to the housing site testing some of the
information in the SA will be included in the published site appraisal.
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Habitat Regulations Assessment
There are a Ramsar and Special Protection Area (SPA) to the south of
the Neighbourhood Area. The area also benefits from designations of
a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and a National Nature
Reserve NNR).
The Preferred Options version of emerging Local Plan to 2030 is
supported by a Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA) Screening
Report (June 2013). The screening report concluded that the Local
Plan would not lead to direct impact upon European Sites, however
there are potential for indirect effects, although it is considered
unlikely that these would be significant in their own right. In regard to
the significance of the impact, it is likely to be greater the closer the
proposed development is to the European Site. The screening report
concludes that the need for an Appropriate Assessment may be
avoided by strengthening existing policies. Natural England have
been consulted and were generally satisfied with the approach taken,
following further discussions, the outstanding concerns they did raise
have been agreed to be addressed as part of further work on the
emerging Local Plan and further update to the Screening Report.
The draft Neighbourhood Plan allocates sites for residential
development. Sites H1 and H2 were included as part of larger sites
within the emerging Local Plan which were assessed through the
HRA Screening process. Although it may be presumed that the HRA
screening for the emerging Local Plan can be relied upon, this is not
necessarily the case as an assessment should assess the actual effects
of development. It is considered that further evidence in regard to the
impact assessment will be required. With regards to the housing
‘reserve sites’, it could be argued that these sites collectively do not
increase the quantum of development above the level assessed in the
Local Plan, the sites are also located in the general vicinity of the
Local Plan sites and thus are not located closer to European
designations and the sites are individually less than 0.5ha and thus
would not typically trigger the need for an Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) under UK Planning and Environmental Impact
Assessment Regulations if a planning application was submitted.
While it could therefore be presumed that the sites individually or
collectively will not have a direct/indirect impact, this assessment
work has not been undertaken. Further consideration is needed
whether a HRA screening of the Plan is needed. The NPSG should
liaise further with the LPA in regard to this matter.

A Habitat Regulations Assessment has already been undertaken for
Fylde’s Local Plan Preferred Option. This found that a number of
policies would have “no identifiable impact” on protected European
Sites. A number of other policies were selected for more detailed
screening. For these policies the conclusion was reached that any
effects on European Sites “are unlikely to be substantial” and “could
only be realistically significant if combined by the pressures and
threats exerted by other plans”. It was concluded that further
assessment of the Local Plan’s final policies could be avoided if these
policies were strengthened “to include specific references to European
Sites” and caveats added to seek “project specific HRA through the
development process”. The Neighbourhood Plan proposes no
development beyond that in the emerging Local Plan. There is no
need for a separate HRA and the conclusions above will be
incorporated in to the Neighbourhood Plan.
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Human Rights Requirements
Comment noted. The social (health and equalities impacts of the plan)
For the purposes of the emerging Local Plan, a Health Impact
will be considered in the Basic Condition Statement.
Assessment, which incorporated Equalities Impact Assessment was
undertaken. It may be appropriate for the Parish Council to consider if
an equalities impact assessment of the draft NP is appropriate to
assess the positive and negative impacts on groups with protected
characteristics.
Policy BWH1: To Allocate Land For Housing Growth of up to 638
All housing sites to be identified with a site size, developable area and
Homes
density.
It is not clear whether the proposal for up to 638 dwellings would be
solely met by development at sites H1 and H2, or whether this
includes other existing commitments and completions from the
commencement of the Plan period. The text introduction (page 28)
refers to 464 dwellings have already been approved. Presuming this is
already factored into the overall requirement, this would leave a
residual of 174 dwellings to be provided on sites H2 and the residual
area of H1. The NPSG may wish to identify all sites which are
contributing towards the 638 homes and the number of dwellings per
site. All sites which are contributing to this requirement should be
identified as a housing allocation on figure 5.
Without reiterating the point made under Part A regarding alternative
options, justification for why the NPSG has decided to take these sites
forward as opposed to other potential sites should be justified,
including supporting evidence including through the Sustainability
Appraisal.
The emerging Local Plan assumes each strategic development site
would consist of a 60% developable area with 40% undevelopable
area being available for other uses, such as public open space,
landscape and infrastructure. The 60% developable area would be
built out at 30 dwellings per hectare. It is the LPA’s understanding
that the discussion with ATLAS referred to the percentage of
developable area of each strategic site rather than reducing the scale
of development proposed in this Council’s Preferred Option by 55%.
As this appears to be the basis for arriving at the proposed 638
dwelling cap (1160 x 55%), it is considered that further justification
for the setting of this cap, which should be supported by evidence,
will be required.
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Policy BWH2: To Promote a Level of Housing Growth that is
Proportionate to the Size and Function of Warton Village
It is presumed that this policy is to be operated in relation to the
release of sites H1 and H2 only and all criteria 1 – 7 should be met. It
is presumed that this policy does not apply to the identified housing
reserve sites and potential windfall sites as identified in policy
BWH4, as for example, they would be unable to meet criteria 1 and
because they have criteria which they should meet set out in BWH4.
If this is the case, you may wish to consider the incorporation of
relevant criteria from policy BWH2 into policy BWH1. It would also
be beneficial to incorporate key aspects from policy BWH2
incorporated into BWH4, for example criteria 3 in relation to Section
106 agreements, which should also be expended to refer to
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL).
By ‘village boundary’ it is presumed that the plan is referring to the
settlement boundary, which would be altered to include sites H1 and
H2. It may be beneficial to provide a map which demonstrated this
and the LPA would be able to provide assistance with mapping.
Criteria 1 and 5 would benefit from reference to future residents in
addition to the amenity of existing residents. To justify criteria 1 you
may wish to explain the concept, operation and maintenance of
wildlife habitat and corridors. Some of the proposed buffers as set out
in figure 6 may not be appropriate or possible e.g. along the northern
perimeter of BAE Systems and/or the Enterprise Zone, particularly
where planning permission has already been granted.
In regard to criteria 3, some forms of infrastructure will be provided
through contributions from a number of development schemes. This
could be by way of CIL or pooled Section 106 contributions. You
should be aware that the CIL Regulations place restrictions on
pooling Section 106 contributions and that these restrictions are
currently proposed to come into effect in April 2015.
Criteria 6 should be expanded to refer to access by all forms of
transport, the policy currently appears to be focused on vehicle users
of the highway.

SUGGESTED RESPONSE
The policy will be re-worded to identify the specific sites to which it
refers.
Settlement boundary – is this being re-drawn to include H1 and H2.
Reference to future residents will be made.
“pooling” of contributions will be clarified.
Reference to “all” transport users will be added.
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Policy BWH3: Housing mix, design and density (including provision
of affordable housing)
This policy approach to encouraging an appropriate mix of housing
types is supported by this Council. You may wish to refer to the
Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) in the policy
justification to support this approach. The policy should be clarified if
it is intended that this policy would apply, housing ‘reserve sites’ and
windfall schemes as well as to sites H1 and H2.
The title of the policy implies that density is included; however this
does not appear in the policy or preamble and may be an omission.
The policy refers to homes designed for ‘older people’, it is presumed
by this you mean specialist accommodation, such as sheltered
housing in addition to bungalows should be provided as part of the
housing mix, but this should be clarified in the policy.

SUGGESTED RESPONSE
Policy to be deleted.
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BWH4: Housing Reserve Sites and Windfalls
This policy will be deleted to be replaced by an enhanced Policy
The first part of the policy allows for the release of housing ‘reserve
BWH1 and BWH2.
sites’ upon the completion of the development at sites H1 and H2. It
is unclear if the NPSG are proposing that all reserve sites will be
released concurrently, or whether their release would be phased. The
number of reserve sites needs to be clarified, figure 7 demonstrate
five sites (R1 – R5), whereas the policy lists only (R1 – R3), It is
presumed that R4 and R5 could be a later addition which may explain
why some reserve sites have not been assessed as part of the SA
process. It would also be beneficial if the estimated yields from the
sites are provided.
The Council is aware that this type of policy is often challenged by
developers at Local Plan Examinations in Public. It is often argued
that if there is a need for reserve sites, this could indicate that the
Parish Council consider their housing requirement to be too low.
Furthermore, housing completions are monitored by the LPA on an
annual basis, to the base date 31 March each year. It is presumed this
annual monitoring would feed into the trigger to release the housing
‘reserve sites’. Due to the time needed to prepare, submit and receive
full planning permission, this could lead to a potential void in
development, which could have implications for the LPA
demonstrating that they have an adequate five year housing land
supply in accordance with paragraph 47 of the NPPF. The NPSG may
wish to consider whether there is an earlier release trigger which
would overcome this potential void.
Linked to earlier comments on site assessment, FBC is unsure as to
why the chosen housing ‘reserve sites’ have been selected as this
Council is aware the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(SHLAA), which you suggest as a source of information, includes
alternative options which do not appear to have been considered. It
may be the case that the alternative sites have been considered but this
has not been adequately documented. From an initial review of the
selected ‘reserve sites’ as per figure 7, some sites appear to have
constraints which may make them unviable and/or undeliverable, the
plan also does not say how the constraints could be overcome to
allow them to
be released if needed. For example site R3 (SHLAA ref. WA06) is in
multiple ownership and site R5 (SHLAA ref. WA10) has potential
ground contamination issues. Furthermore, based on the proposed
wildlife habitat and corridors as proposed in figure 6, it is considered
reserve site R1 would not have satisfactory access in accordance with
policy BWH4 iii.
The second part of the policy permits windfall sites of less than 5
dwellings providing it meets a range of criteria. It is presumed that
residential windfall sites would have to meet criteria i-iii. This
Council also presumes that windfall sites of less than 5 dwellings
which are not back land or tandem development would not have to
meet criteria ii. It would be beneficial if the Plan could define what is
meant by ‘back land’ and ‘tandem development’ or provide a relevant
link to a definition in existing guidance. Criteria ii. should not solely
relate to the residential amenity of existing resident but also the end
user of the proposed development to protect the amenity of future
occupants.
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BWE1: Promoting Employment Growth
The policy operates to encourage new and improved employment
opportunities for local people, it is presumed that unlike the housing
policies, this applies outside of Warton settlement to Bryning and
Kellamergh and the surrounding area.
The LPA supports the protection of the employment land at BAE
Systems, but considers the boundary should be aligned to the adopted
(saved) Local Plan policy EMP2.
With regards to allocating land within the Enterprise Zone, the policy
acknowledged that the NPSG will require cooperation of the
Lancashire Enterprise Partnership, you may wish to explore the
potential of this prior to submission of the Plan.
With regard to employment opportunities on mixed use development
sites, it is not clear if this relates to existing sites which could be
described as ‘mixed use’ or whether it is proposed to encourage sites
H1 and H2, housing ‘reserve sites’ and windfall sites for mixed use
development. It is presumed that by detrimental effect on the
environment or well-being of people in neighbouring properties that
this is not limited to residential properties.

SUGGESTED RESPONSE
Policy will be clarified to show it applies to whole parish.
The boundary of the protected employment land will be amended to
be align with that in the adopted Local Plan.
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BWE2: Protecting Existing Employment
Policy EMP2 of the adopted Local Plan 2005 protects existing
employment sites. The boundaries of protected employment sites set
out in figure 8 should be aligned with the adopted Fylde Borough
Local Plan proposals map. The NPSG may wish to define what is
meant by ‘non-employment generating uses’. It is presumed that the
definition refers to a wider range of potential uses other than B1, B2
and B8. It is also not clear what is meant by ‘small employment sites’.

SUGGESTED RESPONSE
The boundaries of protected employment sites will be amended to
accord with those in the adopted Local Plan.
Definition of “non-employment” generating and small employment
uses will be improved.
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BWT1: Sustainable Transport and BWT2: To promote the
development of gateway roundabout at specific areas in the village.
The LPA supports the NPSG concepts to encourage a sustainable
transport strategy and key gateways into the village. This Council is,
however, not aware of the current highway proposals which have
been set out in figure 9, it would be expected that proposals of this
nature be progressed through the Infrastructure Delivery Plan for the
emerging Local Plan following liaison with Lancashire County
Council. The NPSG should be aware of the emerging Fylde Coast
Highways and Transport Masterplan which is currently being
produced by Lancashire County Council and you may wish to be
involved in the forthcoming Enterprise Zone Masterplan consultation.
BWLC1: Shops and Services
This Council supports the aim of the policy to improve the range and
access to shops, focusing development to the ‘principal village centre’
as identified on figure 10. It is suggested that the terminology is
checked for consistency in this policy, for example, criteria 1 states
the area will be maintained for shopping and services, going on to say
new retail and service will be permitted.
Criteria 2 could be considered to contradict a permissive approach to
provision of services in criteria 1 by saying it will only be permitted
where it can be clearly demonstrated the retail or service use is no
longer suitable…... It would be beneficial to define what is meant by
‘service’ and ‘non-retail’ in
criteria 2 and ‘local retail’ in criteria 3 to ensure the correct operation
of the future policy.
Criteria 3 of the policy refers to the settlement boundary whilst Policy
BWH2 refers to the village
boundary. It is presumed that this is an omission and will be updated
for consistency throughout the document.
Criteria 4 requires local retail and service uses which cannot be
located in the village centre (again presumed to be the principal
village centre) will be permitted in accessible locations, providing
they have undertaken a sequential test and impact assessment
regardless of the size of the development.
This Council’s initial understanding is that this policy has evolved
from paragraph 24 and 26 of the NPPG.
The NPSG should be aware that as part of an update to the Retail
Study for Fylde, the Portfolio Holder agreed a locally set retail floor
space threshold of the NPPF assessment of impacts, to be set at
750sq. metres (gross). This was agreed for the preparation of the
Local Plan.
At this current stage, it is not clear how criteria 4 and criteria 3 would
operate in practice and this will require further clarification.

SUGGESTED RESPONSE
BWT2 to be amended and Figure 9 deleted.

Policy will be amended to retail and service uses. These will be
defined further by specifying specific use classes.
Criterion 2 will be re-worded to ensure retail uses can only be lost to
non-retail use (including services) where they are no longer suitable
or viable for such a use. This will also include a cross-reference to
criterion 1.
No change to criterion 3.
Comment on size threshold and sequential test noted.
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Policy BWLC2: Community, leisure facilities and greenspaces
The LPA supports the Parish Councils aspiration to improve and
provide centrally located community and leisure facilities. It is noted
that the policy is more restrictive than paragraph 74 of the NPPF
which may require justification.
It could be beneficial to define what is meant by ‘community’ and
‘leisure’ facilities, or what is not meant, for example it is presumed
that this definition does not extend to include retail uses.
The policy suggests the buffer zone on figure 12 is illustrative, for the
benefit of doubt, it is suggested that this caveat is added to figure 12.
It should also be clarified whether this illustrative
approach applies to other proposals, such as buffer zones and green
routes as illustrated on figure 6.
There appear to be some inconsistencies in the boundaries of
protected recreation and open spaces on figure 11 and that of
approved/current schemes which the LPA can assist in the mapping
of.
BWNE1: Protecting and enhancing local wildlife and habitats and
BWNE2: Protecting and enhancing
local character and landscape
In policy BWNE1 and BWNE2, by ‘all new development’, it is
understood that this policy relates to different types of uses (e.g.
residential, employment and leisure) and at different scales. It is
presumed that this also includes change of use of buildings and/or
land, and suggest the use of ‘new’ is removed from the policy
wording to be fully inclusive.
In reviewing policy BWNE1, it is presumed that all criteria will need
to be met. This suggests the policy is specifically directed at sites H1
and H2 as the housing ‘reserve sites’ and potential windfall sites may
not meet all criteria, unless the policy would allow for appropriate
financial contribution in lieu.
The first paragraph of the policy BWNE2 is repeated in the first
criteria, which also sets out slightly different criteria which could be
streamlined in the policy.
In policy BWNE2, the term settlement fringe needs to be clearly
defined. Does this relate to sites within the settlement boundary and
on the edge as opposed to development outside the settlement
boundary or both?
Policy BWNE2 begins to define the distinctive characteristics of
Bryning with Warton. It would be useful if this information is
expanded and provided from the outset of the document, for example
in the vision.

SUGGESTED RESPONSE
The justification of a more restrictive approach will be addressed.
The definitions referred to in the policy will be improved.
“illustrative” will be added to Figure 12 and 6.

The word “new” will be deleted.
Add “where appropriate” to start of third para of policy to ensure
development only has to meet relevant criteria.
BWNE2 delete duplicated text.
Settlement fringe to be amended to “development proposals adjoining
the settlement boundary”.
The references to distinctive character will be repeated elsewhere in
the NP.
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Plan Delivery and Implementation
Section 5 of the Plan sets out key actions required to deliver the Plan.
The LPA and NPSG will need to work together carefully to ensure
the successful delivery of the Plan. It will also be important to
develop a clear framework to monitor the success of the plan and
establish what would require a partial or early review of the Plan.

SUGGESTED RESPONSE
Comment noted.
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